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Abstract: The most important integrity constraints in XML are primary
keys and foreign keys. In general, keys are essential in understanding both
the structure and properties of data. They provide an instrument by which
values from a given set of attributes uniquely identify tuples in a database.
As a result, keys are important to main database operations. Since XML be-
comes lingua franca for data exchange on the web, it is widely accepted as a
model of real world data. Because XML documents in general can appear in
any semi-structured form, structural constraints (including keys) are often
imposed on the data that are to be modied or processed These constra-
ints are formally dened in a schema.Unfortunately, in spite of the obvious
advantages, the presence of a schema is not mandatory and many XML do-
cuments are not joined with any. Consequently, no integrity constratins are
specied in those documents, neither. This thesis is mainly focused on the
inference of primary and foreign keys from XML documents.
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Abstrakt : Nejdule¾itìj¹ími integritními omezeními jsou v XML primární
a cizí klíèe. Obecnì vzato jsou klíèe základním kamenem k pochopení struk-
tury a vlastností dat. Nabízejí nástroj, s jeho¾ pomocí lze jednoznaènì iden-
tikovat jednotlivé øádky tabulky pomocí hodnot z dané mno¾iny atributù.
Z toho plyne, ¾e klíèe jsou dùle¾ité pro provádìní základních databázových
operací. Od té doby, kdy se XML stalo jedním z nejpou¾ívanìj¹ích jazykù
pro výmìnu informací na internetu, je v¹eobecnì pøijímáno jako model pro
reprezentaci skuteèných dat. Proto¾e XML dokumenty mohou v podstatì
mít jakoukoli semistrukturovanou formu, jsou mnohdy bìhem procesu zpra-
cování èi modikace dat vy¾adována strukturální omezení (napøílad klíèe).
Tato omezení jsou denovaná ve schématu. I pøes zjevné pøínosy není bohu-
¾el pøítomnost schématu povinná a k mnoha XML dokumentùm není ¾ádné
schéma pøipojeno. Následkem toho nejsou pro tyto dokumenty specikována
ani ¾ádná integritní omezení. Tato diplomová práce je zamìøená zejména na
odvození primárních a cizích klíèù z XML dokumentù.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Keys are essential in understanding both the structure and properties of
data. They provide an instrument by which values from a given set of attri-
butes uniquely identify tuples in a database. As a result, keys are important
to main database operations. For example, they enable us to guarantee wi-
thin update that the process will aect only one tuple. More philosophically,
if a tuple is considered as representing some real-world entity, the key can
be the connection between the tuple and entity.
The conception of keys is closely interconnected with many settings,
such as XML repositories, document collections or object databases. Identi-
cation of keys plays crucial role in many areas of modern data management,
including data modeling, indexing, data integration, and query optimization.
The knowledge of keys can be utilized to:
1. obtain better selectivity estimates in cost-based query optimization
2. automate the data-integration process
3. accelerate query processing using new access paths
4. improve the eciency of data access through methods of physical de-
sign such as creation of indexes or data partitioning
5. provide new understanding of application data
Since the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)[2] becomes lingua franca
for data exchange on the web, it is widely accepted as a model of real world
data. Because XML documents in general can appear in any semi-structured
form, structural constraints (including keys) are often imposed on data that
are to be modied or processed. These constraints are formally specied in
a schema. Two schema languages for XML have been proposed and these
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are Document Type Denition (DTD)[2] and the XML Schema Denition
(XSD)[4, 5].
Unfortunately, in spite of the obvious advantages, the presence of the
schema is not mandatory and many XML documents are not joined with any.
For instance, a recent study[8] have demonstrated that approximately half
of the XML documents on the Internet are not accompanied by a schema.
Thus, no integrity constraints are specied in those documents, neither. It
should be noted that even when a schema is available, inference of keys could
be useful. One such situation is schema cleaning: sometimes a schema is too
general with respect to the document which is supposed to be described. In
that case, it can be advantageous to derive some additional keys from solely
XML document.
Based on the lack of schemas, many proposals of XML schema inference
algorithms have appeared [19 - 27]. Nevertheless, none of these approaches
of XML schema extraction are dealing with integrity constraints.
According to our best knowledge, the only studies considering XML key
discovery are [39, 45]. The former one derives only primary keys from XML
data in quite inecient way. The experiments are there demonstrated only
on small database containing only 8 instances of keys. The latter case re-
presents a query-driven approach when both primary keys and foreign keys
are extracted from XQuery[6] queries evaluated by the system. The queries
can be obtained, for instance, from an XML database log, but in many cases
only XML documents are at the disposal.
1.2 Main Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis, the following contribution are presented.
 Based on the extensive research, all methods which are concerned with
elicitation of primary or foreign keys are described in detail and their
pros and cons are discussed. This analysis covers also approaches which
are being used in the theory of relative databases. Furthermore, the
most important algorithms from inference of inclusion dependencies
are mentioned there, too (inclusion dependency is closely associated
with foreign keys).
 The automated, ecient, data-driven algorithm for key inference is
proposed. Its features are inference of primary/ foreign keys, absolute/
relative keys and even composite primary keys from a given XML
document.
 The presented method is experimentally evaluated on synthetic as well
as real data sets.
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Second Chapter
contains basic denitions and theory which are necessary for the contiguous
chapters. In the Chapter 3 recent proposals of key discovery are presented.
The next Chapter is the most important, it holds the proposed algorithm.
Consequently, experimental results are shown in Chapter 5. Related work
is described in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 consists of a conclusion and
several suggestions for the future work.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 XML Fundamentals
XML [2] standardized by the W3C consortium [1] is a simple text-based
format for representing semistructured information: documents, books, data,
transactions, conguration and much more. XML's design is derived from
an older standard format called SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Lan-
guage) [9] in order to achieve more simplicity, generality, and usability over
the Internet. At present, XML serves as probably the most widely-used
meta-format for sharing structured information via both locally and across
networks. It becomes widely accepted model for real-world data represen-
tation.
2.1.1 XML Syntax
Markup and Content
By denition, an XML document consists of a string of characters and
there may appear almost every legal Unicode character. These characters can
be divided into two categories - markup and content. All strings considered
as markup either start with the character "<" and end with ">" or start
with the character "&" and end with a ";". Content are those strings of
characters which are not markup.
Tag
The tag is represented as a markup construct which starts with "<"
and ends with ">". There are three types of tags - start-tags, end-tags, and
empty-element tags which is not pairwise.
Example 1 (Tags): Examples of tags in Figure 2.1 can be, for instance,
<Article> as a start-tag, </Article> as an end-tag, and
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<xml version ="1.0" encoding =" ISO -8859 -1" standalone =" no "?>
<Articles>
<Article>
<Title>OOP </Title>
<Author posi = "13"> Tom </Author>
<Release year = 2003 />
</Article>
<Article>
<Title>UML </Title>
<Author posi = "10"> Jeremy </Author>
<Release year = 2005 />
</Article>
</Articles>
Figure 2.1: Example of XML document
Title
A
E
AC C
E
E
E
Author
“Tom”
Article
@year
“2003”
Release
E
Articles
A
E
AC C
“UML”
E
E
E
Author
“Jeremy”
Article
@posi
“10”
Release
Title
“OOP” @year
“2005”
@posi
“13”
Figure 2.2: Example of XML tree
<Release year = "2005"/> as an empty-element tag Release with an at-
tribute year = "2005".
Attribute
An attribute is a notation for a markup consisting of a name/value pair
that occurs within a start-tag or an empty-element tag.
Example 2 (Attribute): For instance, posi = "10" is the attribute in the
start-tag <Author> in the Figure 2.1.
Element
An element is a part of an XML document which is either delimited
by a start-tag and the corresponding end-tag or contains only an empty-
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element tag. The characters appearing between the start- and end-tags are
the element's content and may hold markup. Each element includes a type,
is identied by a name and may have a content (except elements containing
only empty-element tag) and a set of attributes.
Denition 1 (Child Element). A child element of the given element e is an
element that occurs in the content of e. For the child element, e is a parent
element or his ancestor.
Denition 2 (Root Element). A root element or a document element is
an element which is not included in a content of any other element in the
document. An XML document may include only one root element.
In other words, if an element's content holds other element, this one is
so-called the child element and the beginning element is so-called a parent
element or an ancestor. Moreover, an element which does not belong to any
ancestor is named root element.
Example 3 (Elements): Examples of elements in Figure 2.1 are following,
<Author>...</Author> as the element, Tom as his content. Moreover,
<Author>...</Author> is the child element of <Article>...</Article>
and <Articles>...</Articles> is the root element.
Tree
The capability of elements to refer to other elements causes the inclusion
in an XML document. Consequently, the document can be depicted as so-
called XML tree where elements are represented as nodes and nesting of
elments is graphed as edges between child nodes and their parents.
Example 4 (XML Tree): Figure 2.2 presents the XML tree which conforms
the XML document showed in Figure 2.1. Attribute names are preceded with
"@"for reasons of lucidity.
Well-Formed XML Document
Denition 3 (Well-Formed XML Document). A document is an XML do-
cument if it is well-formed as it is dened in the XML specication.
A well-formed XML document must satisfy at least the following criteria:
 Only one root element can exist in the document.
 Non-empty elements must be delimited by a start-tag and the corre-
sponding end-tag. Empty elements may be denoted by an empty-
element tag.
 Values of all attributes must be demarcated with apostrophes - a sin-
gle apostrophe or a double apostrophe. However, pairs must be sin-
gle/single or double/double. The opposite pair of apostrophes may
occur in the value of the attribute.
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<!ATTLIST Person posi ID #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST Author ref IDREF #REQUIRED>
Figure 2.3: Example of Primary and Foreign Keys in DTD
 Each (non-root) element must be included in the parent element as a
whole element. In other words, child elements can not overlap.
Furthermore, an XML document is valid if it conforms to its associated
XML schema.
2.2 XML Keys
2.2.1 Keys in DTD
DTD provides a mechanism to express primary keys as well as foreign
keys. Nevertheless, it utilizes quite simple notation ID/IDREF dened by the
XML specication itself [2]. A value of an ID attribute of the corresponding
element (for example, named person) represents a primary key, which can
be only global. The value must be unique among values of all other attributes
in the document and all the person elements in the document must contain
the dened ID attribute. Whereas IDREF attribute carries a value which must
refer to a value of some ID attribute in the document.
Example 5 (Primary and Foreign Key in DTD): In Figure 2.3 an example
of a primary and a foreign keys in DTD is presented. Each Person is identi-
ed by the attribute posi and the element Author references Person via the
attribute ref. Both cases occur in the scope of the whole XML document.
Furthermore, each element Author must hold attribute ref and each element
Person must contain attribute posi in the scope of the whole document.
2.2.2 Keys in XSD
Analogous to DTD, XSD can express primary and foreign keys, too.
Here, the key specication depends on XPath [6] and in addition, the speci-
cation allows to utilize dierent context from just the entire XML document
(context or context path are explained in detail in the section 2.2.4). As a
result, the notation of keys in XSD is notably enhanced in comparison with
DTD.
Primary Key
The foundation of a key is created by a construct key in the declaration
of context elements. The notation selector determines target elements of
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the key and field establishes a key element. More key elements may be
entered, each described by a separate field. Let c be a context element.
The key declares that every target element in c contain a unique value in
the key element. On the contrary to DTD, two target elements in dierent
context elements having the same value of the key element can exist in terms
of one key declaration.
<element name="Volume">
<key name="AuthorPK">
<selector path="./Authors/Author"/>
<field path="@posi"/>
</key>
<keyref name="AuthorFK" refer="AuthorPK">
<selector path="./Articles/Article/Author"/>
<field path="@ref"/>
</keyref>
</element>
Figure 2.4: Example of Primary and Foreign Key in XSD in reference to
Figure 2.7
Example 6 (Primary Key in XSD): A sample primary key in XSD is shown
in Figure 2.4 (the key construct), it results from Figure 2.7. The key is stated
in the declaration of the element Volume (the root element). Consequently,
the element Volume is denoted as the context element of the key. Concretely,
it is specied that each Authors.Author element in the scope of a given
element Volume must hold a unique value in its posi attribute.
Foreign Key
The declaration of a foreign key in XSD is similar to the key construct.
It is created in the declaration of some context element and consists of tar-
get elements determined by selector and one or more foreign key elements
described by the accordant number of field. Moreover, it contains an attri-
bute refer which must have a value of the specied key element. Let c be
a context element. The foreign key species that the foreign key element of
each target element in c must be equal to the key element value of a target
element of the referred key in c. The foreign key declares that the target
element of the foreign key references the target element of the key through
the pair foreign key/key element in the context of c, which means the value
equality between the foreign key element of each target element in c and
key element of the target element of some referred key in c.
Example 7 (Foreign Key in XSD): In the Figure 2.4 is possible to see
an example of a foreign key (the keyref construct) in reference to Figure
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2.7. Like in the case of the primary key, it is again declared in the con-
text of the element Volume. The depicted construct determines that each
Articles.Article.Author references Authors.Author via the attribute ref
in the context of the element Volume.
Unique
In the event of requirement of only the unique values of some element,
the unique construct is oered by XSD. Syntax is the same as in the case of
key notation. unique can be applied instead of a key when the user is not
sure whether each target element will contain the key element. Nevertheless,
the unique construct is not considered in this thesis.
2.2.3 Background for the XML Key Formalization
Since XSD has more expressive power than DTD, the formalism of keys
will correspond to XSD. Many eorts to formalize XML keys has appeared
e.g. [10-15]. In this thesis, the popular denition of keys by Bunemann et
al.[11] is going to be adopted.
An XML document can be described as an XML tree (node-labeled tree)
where the labels can be categorized into the following cases: E - element tags,
A - attribute names and the singleton fSg representing text (PCDATA).
Denition 4 (XML Tree). An XML tree is formally a six-tuple T = ( r,
V, lab, ele, att, val), where r stands for a unique root node, V is the set of
nodes of T, lab is the function mapping each node v 2 V to labels from E
( v is an element node) or from A ( v is an attribute node) or to S ( v is a
text node). The components ele and att are partial mappings on V. Let v
2 V, ele(v) stands for a sequence of elements and att(v) denotes a set of
attribute-nodes. Then val maps attribute and text node to a string.
Example 8 (XML Tree): Figure 2.2 presents the XML tree which conforms
the XML document showed in Figure 2.1. Text (PCDATA) is represented as
C there.
Denition 5 (Node Equivalence). In an XML tree, two nodes n1;n2 are
value equal, noted as n1 =v n2, i (a): lab(n1) = lab(n2), and (b): if n1;n2
are attribute or text nodes then val(n1) = val(n2) or (c): if n1;n2 are element
nodes, then 8a1 2 att(n1), it is possible to discover a2 2 att(n2) such that
a1 =v a2, and vice versa; and if ele(n1) = [v
0
1; : : : ; v
0
k], then ele(n2) = [v1; : : : ; vk],
and 8j 2 [1; : : : ; k]; vj =v v0j.
To identify nodes in an XML tree, Buneman et al. utilize path language,
called PL [11]. The syntax of an expression p in PL is following:
p ::= " j l j p:p j j
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Where " stands for an empty path, l represents a label in E [ A [ fSg, "."
denotes concatenation, "*" is every (possibly empty) nite sequence of node
labels, and "_" represents any node label.
Next, some helpful notations are presented:
 A path expression p is called a valid path, if for any l 2 p and l 2 A or
l = fSg, l is the last symbol in p.
 The notation n[P ] corresponds to the set of nodes in T which is situa-
ted on the path expression P and starts from the node n. The set of
nodes represented by [P ] starts in the root node of the XML tree.
 And let A, B be set of nodes. Then A \v B denotes the set of nodes
containing the same values from both sets.
 Let Pi; Pj be two path expressions. Then Pi v Pj corresponds to the
set of labels occuring in both path expressions.
2.2.4 Formalization of Primary Keys in XML
Denition 6 (Primary Key (PK)). A primary key (or key)  in an XML
document is an expression (Q, (Q
0
, S)) where Q is called context path, Q
0
is
called target path, and S = fP1; : : : ;Pkg, such that 8Pi; Q:Q0 :Pi is a valid
path expression. The paths P1; : : : ;Pk are called key paths of  . If Q = ",
 is an absolute key, otherwise  is so-called relative key. A composite key
( or k-key) is a key with more than one key path. The key degree entails
the number of key paths.
AS S
E
E
E
Author
“Jack”
Article
E
Articles
Release
“SQL” @year
“2003”
E
A
@posi
“18”
Title
AS S
E
E
E
Author
“Tom”
Article
Release
“OOP” @year
“2005”
E
A
@posi
“13”
Title
AS S
E
E
E
Author
“Tom”
Article
Release
“UML” @year
“2002”
E
A
@posi
“10”
Title
A
Release
@year
“2005”
E
Figure 2.5: Example of Primary Keys in XML
Example 9 (Primary Key): To illustrate, in Figure 2.5
("; (Article:Author; f@posig)) is a key expression and it is an absolute key,too.
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Each object rooted in the branches Article.Author is uniquely identied by
the value of fkeyg. On the other hand, (Article; (Release; f@yearg)) is ano-
ther key expression and because Article is not equal to ", it is a relative key.
Inside each element Article, Release is identied by @year, therefore there
can occur more elements Article with the same value of @year in Release .
Denition 7 (Primary Key Satisfaction). Let  = (Q; (Q
0
; fP1; : : : ;Pkg))
be a key expression. An XML tree T satises  (T j=  ), i for any n 2 [Q],
given any two nodes fn1;n2g  n[Q0 ], either n1 = n2 or there exists at le-
ast one path p 2 Pi, and nodes x 6=v y, such that x 2 n1[p] and y 2 n2[p].
Satisfaction can be expressed as a clause:
8n 2 [Q];8n1; n2 2 n[Q0 ] : (
_
1ik
n1[Pi] \v n2[Pi] = ) _ n1 = n2
Q’
n1
Pi
Q’
Q’
KeyPaths
... ...
n2
x y
n
P1
Pk P1 Pk
Pi
Q’
Q Context Path
Target Path (Subtrees)
Figure 2.6: Visualisation of Key Satisfaction in XML
Example 10 (Primary Key Satisfaction): Figure 2.6 illustrates satisfaction
for a key (Q; (Q
0
; fP1; : : : ;Pkg)).
2.2.5 Formalization of Foreign Keys in XML
Since [11] does not propose a formalism for foreign keys, the new one
will be provided in this thesis as follows.
Denition 8 (Foreign Key (FK)). A foreign key  in an XML docu-
ment is an expression (Q; (Q
0
f ;Sf))) (Q; (Q
0
k;Sp)) where (Q; (Q
0
k;Sp)) is
a primary key  with Sp = fP1; : : : ;Pkg, Q0f is called target path, and
Sf = fF1; : : : ;Fkg, such that 8Fi; Q:Q0f :Fi is a valid path expression. The
paths F1; : : : ;Fk are called foreign key paths of . Consequently, if  is an
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absolute key, than  must also be an absolute foreign key and vice versa.
The left part of the foreign key expression is called the dependent part, while
the referenced part is positioned on the right side. A composite foreign key
is a foreign key with more than one foreign key path.
Title
A
S
SE
E E Author
“Jeremy”
Article
E
Volume
S
“UML”
E
E
E
Author
Article
Title
“OOP”
@posi
“23”
S
E
E
E
Author
Article
Title
“SQL”
E
Authors
E
AS
E
Author
“Tom” @posi
“18”
AS
E
Author
“Jack”
A
E
Author
“@ref”
“18”
A
“@ref”
“13”
A
“@ref”
“13”
@posi
“13”
Articles
Figure 2.7: Example of Foreign Keys in XML
Example 11 (Foreign Key): For instance, in Figure 2.7
("; (Articles:Article:Author; f@refg))) ("; (Authors:Author; f@posig)) is a
foreign key expression and because ("; (Authors:Author; f@posig)) is an ab-
solute key, a respective foreign key construct is an absolute foreign key,
too. Each object rooted in the branches Articles.Article.Author is referenced
to some branch Authors.Author through the foreign key/ primary key pair
@ref/@posi. In other words, for each value in /Articles.Article.Author.@ref
must occur an equal value in /Authors.Author.@posi.
Example 12 (Composite Foreign Key): A composite foreign key noted in
XSD is shown in Figure 2.8 - ("; (Articles:Article:Author; f@ref1;@ref2g)))
("; (Authors:Author; f@posi1;@posi2g)). In the context of the root element
Volume, for the values @ref1, @ref2 of each node targeted by
Articles.Article.Author must exist a node targeted by Authors.Author which
includes the same values of respective attributes @posi1, @posi2. Verication
of values is proceeded in the specied order (it means @ref1 = @posi1, @ref2
= @posi2. To illustrate, a node with values @posi1 = 5, @posi2 = 8 satises
@ref1 = 5, @ref2 = 8 but it does not satisfy @ref1 = 8, @ref2 = 5.
Denition 9 (Foreign Key Satisfaction). Let
 = (Q; (Q
0
f ; fF1; : : : ;Fkg))) (Q; (Q
0
p; fP1; : : : ;Pkg) be a foreign key ex-
pression. An XML tree T satises  (T j= ), i for any n 2 [Q], for any
sf 2 n[Q0f ], given any sequence of nodes ff1; : : : ; fkg; f1 2 sf [F1]; : : : ; fk 2 sf [Fk],
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<Articles> <Authors>
... <Author posi1="2" posi2="15">
<Author ref1="5" ref2="8"/> Jeremy Hill
... </Author>
<Author ref1="2" ref2="15"/> <Author posi1="5" posi2="8">
... Tom Bush
<Author ref1="2" ref2="15"/> </Author>
... ...
</Articles> </Authors>
<element name="Volume">
<keyref name="AuthorCompFK" refer="AuthorCompPK">
<selector path="./Articles/Article/Author"/>
<field path="./@ref1"/>
<field path="./@ref2"/>
</keyref>
</element>
Figure 2.8: Example Composite Foreign Key (extension of Figure 2.7)
9sp 2 n[Q0p], where exists a sequence of nodes fp1; : : : ;pkg,
p1 2 sp[P1]; : : : ;pk 2 sp[Pk] where f1 = p1; : : : ; fk = pk.
2.3 Key Inference Rules and Redundance
2.3.1 Logical Implication on Keys
The purpose of this section is to formalize redundancy of keys in order
to be able to recognize needless expressions. It also considers features of key
expressions and oers the characterization of interesting cases to search for.
Denition 10 (Logical Implication 1). Let  and ! be the key expressions.
Then  logically implies ! ( j=!), if every XML tree that satises  also
satises !.
Denition 11 (Logical Implication 2). A set K of key expressions logically
implies a key expression ! (K j=!) if every XML tree that satises all key
expressions in K also satises !.
2.3.2 Closure of Key Expressions and Key Redundance
Denition 12 (Closure). Let K be a set of key expressions. K+ = f :
K j=g is called the closure of K. In other words, K+ is the set of all key
expressions implied by K.
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Denition 13 (Equivalence of Key Sets). Two sets K and L of key expres-
sions are equivalent if K+ = L+
Denition 14 (Key Redundance). Let K be a set of key expressions. A
key expression  2 K is redundant when K\fg j=  . In other words, if
fK\fgg+ = K+
2.3.3 Inference Rules for Key Implication
In this section, complete axiomatization presented by Buneman et al
[12] is going to be assumed. The axiomatization consists of inference rules
shown in the following Table 2.1. Next, interpretation of these rules within
the scope of the key inference process will be discussed.
(Q; (Q
0
; S)); P 2 PL
(Q; (Q0 ; S [ fPg)) superkey
(Q; (Q
0
:Q
00
; fPg))
(Q; (Q0 ; fQ00 :Pg)) subnodes
(Q; (Q
0
; S [ fPi; Pjg)); Pi v Pj
(Q; (Q0 ; S [ fPjg)) containment-reduce
(Q; (Q
0
; S)); Q1  Q
(Q1; (Q
0 ; S))
context-path-containment
(Q; (Q
0
; S)); Q2  Q0
(Q; (Q2; S))
target-path-containment
(Q; (Q
00
:Q
0
; S))
(Q:Q00 ; (Q0 :S))
context-target
(Q; (Q
0
; S [ f; Pg)); P 0 2 PL
(Q; (Q0 ; S [ f; P:P 0g)) prex-epsilon
(Q1; (Q2; fQ0 :P1; : : : ; Q0 :Pkg)) (Q1:Q2; (Q0 ; fP1; : : : ; Pkg))
(Q1; (Q2:Q
0 ; fP1; : : : ; Pkg)) interaction
Q 2 PL; S is a set of PL expressions
(Q; (; S))
epsilon
Table 2.1: Inference Rules for Key Implication
Let K be a set of key expressions.
 Let S0 be a superset of S. The superkey rule means that if (Q; (Q0 ; S)) 2
K, then an expression (Q; (Q
0
; S
0
)) is redundant in K.
 The subnodes rule entails that if (Q; (Q0 :Q00 ; fPg)) 2 K, then an ex-
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pression (Q; (Q
0
; fQ00 :Pg)) is redundant in K. In other words, the tar-
get path should be as long as possible.
 The containment-reduce rule indicates also that if Pi  Pj , then
(Q; (Q
0
; S [ fPig)) is implied by (Q; (Q0 ; S [ fPjg)). In other words,
the key paths should be as general as possible.
 In the same manner as in the previous item, the context-path-containment
rule entails that context path should be as general as possible and the
target-path-containment rule induce that target path should be as ge-
neral as possible.
 The context-target rule is similar to subnodes rule and it indicates that
context path should be as short as possible.
 The prex-epsilon rule concludes that when  2 K, the other key paths
should be as short as possible.
 The interaction rule allows to move a prex Q0 which occurs in all
key paths to the target path Q2. The second part in the precondi-
tion prevents the existence of more than one Q
0
node under Q2 that
corresponds in their key paths.
 The epsilon rule indicates that if Q:S is a valid path, then (Q; (; S))
is a key. However, this type of keys is not very interesting thus, only
key expressions (Q; (Q
0
; S)) where Q
0 6=  will be discovered.
2.4 Inclusion Dependency
Inclusion dependencies (INDs) are strong preconditions for foreign key
constraints (in relational databases as well as in XML data). The following
description is sucient for our purposes. The exact denition of INDs for re-
lational databases is shown in Section 3.6.2. And the denition for inclusion
dependency in XML is mentioned, for example, in [12, 13], however, the
foreign key inference process proposed in this thesis utilize the denition of
INDs for relational databases.
 A unary inclusion dependency (IND) A  B represents an inclusion
of a set of values of the dependent attribute A in a set of values of
the referenced attribute B. The pair of attributes A;B is called IND
candidate.
 An IND is satised if IND requirements are met and unsatised otherwise.
 An IND is trivial if A  A
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 An attribute is covered by an IND if it is involved in stated IND as
dependent or as referenced attribute.
 Inclusion dependencies containing on the right-hand side or on the left-
hand side a set with more than one attribute are so-called Composite
INDs (for instance, AB  CD), the number of attributes on both
sides must be equal.
 The level of a composite IND entails the number of dependent (or
referenced) attributes.
Example 13 (Inclusion Dependency): Let A, B, C, D, E be the set of values
as follows:
 A = (3, 2, 5, 8)
 B = (5, 4, 9, 2)
 C = (3, 8, 5)
 D = (5, 2, 9)
 E = (2)
Consequently, these INDs can be obtained - C  A; D  B; E  D;E  A,
E  B; CD  AB
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Recent
Approaches
3.1 Overview
This chapter includes the descriptions of recent approaches of searching
for primary and foreign keys with focus on the data-driven principle. The
most interesting and remarkable proposals are presented in detail and their
pros and cons are evaluated.
3.1.1 Query-Driven Approaches
Since the XQuery queries evaluated by the system are not always avai-
lable for the user, this diploma thesis is primarily aimed at data-driven
methods. Nevertheless, understanding the logic of the principles how appli-
cation data are utilized can be very useful in providing additional auxiliary
information within the inference process.
Firstly, several older proposals from the scope of reverse engineering
have appeared and are mentioned in Section 7.4.1. Secondly, a more precise
research considering XML queries is presented a bit more in detail in Section
7.6.2.
3.1.2 Inclusion Dependencies
This chapter contains the two most important algorithms for locating
INDs. They are the only algorithms which are able to detect all unary INDs
during only one run through all the nodes (if a preprocessing phase is not
counted) and they include the computation of composite inclusion depen-
dencies, too. But, the inference of composite INDs is extremely dicult and
time-consuming, therefore it is not considered in this thesis. As a result,
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the methods of the composite INDs computation are described a bit less in
detail (mostly without pseudo-code or detailed examples).
3.1.3 Functional Dependencies
The role of functional dependency (FD) in the integrity constraints dis-
covery is described in Section 7.3. In short, in the relational data model a
key is a special case of FD and in XML it is bit more complicated, because
it depends on particular denitions. Despite, in Section 7.3.1 are described
a few major proposals about detection of functional dependencies in XML
data. However, as far as only primary key inference is concerned there, the
proposed methods do not contain any special ideas and only check value
uniqueness in constructed relations. Thus, FD discovery techniques are not
going to be considered in this chapter.
3.2 Gordian
3.2.1 Overview
First Name Last Name Pages Title
Tom Black 15 OOP
Jeremy Hill 15 UML
Tom Black 8 SQL
Table 3.1: Example Dataset (derived from Article)
Pages Title Count
15 OOP 1
15 UML 1
8 SQL 1
First Name Last Name Count
Tom Black 2
Jeremy Hill 1
Figure 3.1: Examples of Projections
The Algorithm Gordian has been described in [41]. It is a powerful tool
for extracting composite primary keys from datasets. The idea behind is an
observation that a projection of entities corresponds to a key if each counted
aggregation for a projection is equal to 1. Thus, this method searches for
all possible projections of a dataset while computing aggregations on the
projected part of the set of entities (so-called slice-by-slice computation).
Example 14 (Projections): The Figure 3.1 shows some examples of pro-
jections made from the dataset of entities in Table 3.1. Since the right pro-
jection counts all aggregations equal to 1, columns Pages, Title can be
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considered as the composite key. However, columns First Name, Last Name
from the projection on the left can not be rated as a composite key.
Slice, Segment and Subsuming
Terms slice and segment appear very often in the description of Gordian.
The slice of the set of entities is dened as a subset of entities obtained
through a selection operation on the dataset. Then a segment of the pro-
jections corresponds to the slice selection. In other words, if data are in a
relational table, slices select rows (for instance, slice First Name = Tom)
while segments select columns of some slice. Now, consider the slice S
(First Name = Tom) depicted in Figure 3.2 and the slice T which corre-
sponds to Last Name = Black. It is possible to note that the value "Black"
appears only with the value "Tom". Thus, the slice S subsumes the slice T
and non-keys located in T would be redundant to non-keys from S. This
observation is the core of the pruning techniques and allows to skip the
signicant part of the search space.
First Name Last Name Pages Title Count
Tom Black 5 OOP 1
Tom Black 8 SQL 1
First Name Last Name Count
Tom Black 2
Figure 3.2: Some Segments of the Slice First Name Equals Tom
Example 15 (Segments): Some segments of the slice First Name = Tom
are depicted in Figure 3.2. In the second example remains only one row,
because value "Tom" appears only with value "Black".
Prex Tree
First, the algorithm creates a compact representation of entities called
prex tree (PT). It facilitates powerful merging a pruning steps within the
elicitation process. PT has a structure a bit like XML tree, but each level
of PT corresponds to one attribute. The main elements are called nodes
which are composed of cells. The levels of PT are represented by so-called
attribute numbers, that are in Figure 3.3 displayed in brackets. Each leaf-
node cell retains a counter which says the number of discovered occurrences
of values in a cell on the current level of PT. In other words, It holds the
counted aggregation for this value of the corresponding attribute. Whenever
any counter exceeds 1, the corresponding attribute is set as the non-key
attribute.
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Tom Jeremy
HillBlack
15 8 15
OOP SQL UML
FirstName [0]
Last Name [1]
Pages [2]
Title [3]
(1) (1) (1)
Figure 3.3: Example of Prex-Tree in Reference to Table 3.1
Example 16 (Prex Tree): Figure 3.3 presents PT built from data in Table
3.1
Depth-First Search
When PT is created, the Gordian algorithm performs a depth-rst (DF)
traversal. Each DF path represents a slice in the entities and its computation
of aggregations is provided by recursively merging the children. In short,
a merge operation corresponds to the computation of one segment of the
respected slice. Whereas all possible segments for all slices are traversed and
checked, ecient pruning is utilized in order to visit as few nodes as possible.
Final Phase
Gordian is designed to avoid extracting redundant non-keys. They are
discovered with the aid of pruning methods or during the course of inser-
tion into the nonKeySet structure. Finally, all the non-redundant non-key
candidates are obtained and non-redundant set of keys is extracted.
3.2.2 Finding Non-Keys
The function (Algorithm 1) provides the double DF-traversal of PT with
merging of nodes during the backtrack in order to discover non-keys. It takes
the root of PT and the corresponding attribute number (the level of PT) as
input and lls the nonKeySet container with elicited non-keys. curNonKey
is constructed from the set of attributes and examined if it should be sto-
red in nonKeySet or not (lines 4,8). The rst DF-recursion is performed on
the lines 14-16 (the exploration of slices). After merging of visited nodes
(line 23) (merging is properly explained in the following section 3.2.3), se-
cond recursion is performed (the exploration of segments). However, huge
amount of nodes are not visited twice due to pruning (lines 11, 15, 19, 20),
which is explained thoroughly in the section 3.2.4. Stop of recursion is ma-
naged on the lines 2-9 where the belonging to nonKeySet is checked, too.
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Non-redundance of non-keys in nonKeySet is tested within the process of
a non-key insertion into the container. Firstly, a new non-key is not added
if it is covered by some recently discovered non-key. Secondly, all recently
discovered non-keys in the container nonKeySet which are covered by the
new non-key are discarded. An example of nding non-keys is demonstrated
in the section 3.2.5.
Algorithm 1 Finding Non-Keys
Input: root: node of PT, attrNo: attribute number
Output: inferred non-keys stored in nonKeySet
1: curNonKey + = attrNo
2: if root is leaf then
3: if 9 cell in root with counter > 1 then
4: nonKeySet curNonKey
5: end if
6: curNonKey   = attrNo
7: if (root contains more than 1 cell) OR (counter of the only cell > 1)
then
8: nonKeySet curNonKey
9: end if
10: else
11: for each cell in root do
12: if cell.child has not been previously traversed then
13: ndNonKey(cell.child, attrNo+ 1)
14: end if
15: end for
16: curNonKey   = attrNo
17: if root contains more than 1 cell then
18: if curNonKey is futile then
19: return
20: end if
21: mergedTree merge all the children of root
22: findNonKeys(mergedTree; attrNo+ 1)
23: delete mergedTree
24: end if
25: end if
3.2.3 Merging
Merging is a typical recursive algorithm, depicted in the Algorithm 2
(adopted from [41]), which takes a group of nodes to merge as input and
builds a modied tree where same values are grouped together. Firstly, the
stop of recursion is proceeded when the last node remains (line 2). Secondly,
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if there are only leaf-node cells required to merge, the method creates a new
cell for each distinct value v in the nodes to merge and sets counters at sum
of counters over all input cells containing value of v (line 9). Thirdly, the
algorithm calls recursively the merging function at the child nodes of the
cells that share the value v (line 12). An example of merging is described
later in the section 3.2.5.
Algorithm 2 Prex Tree Merging
Input: toMerge: group of nodes to merge
Output: result: modied tree with merged nodes on the current level
1: if toMerge contains the last one node then
2: result toMerge
3: else
4: result create new node
5: for each distinct value vi in nodes in toMerge do
6: newCell create new cell in previously created node
7: newCell:value vi
8: if all nodes in toMerge are leaves then
9: newCell:counter  number of cells in toMerge with value = vi
10: else
11: intoRec the set of children from the cells from toMerge having
values = vi
12: newCell:child Merge(intoRec)
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: return result
3.2.4 Pruning
The pruning quickens nding non-keys by orders of magnitude without
an inuence on preciseness.
Singleton Pruning
 line 15: After merging the algorithm may want to check again previ-
ously traversed subtrees. Consequently, any shared prex subtree is
not traversed at this point. In other words, if there existed a non-key
at this moment, it would be previously discovered, because the new
slice should be subsumed by some earlier located non-key.
 line 20: The merging operation would return the situation described
in the rst point (line 11). Thus, no new non-redundant nonkeys could
be discovered.
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Futility Pruning
(line 21) The futility pruning is based on earlier inferred nonkeys stored
in the nonKeySet container. A new prex subtree is checked, whether there
occur non-keys in the container of discovered non-keys that cover all of
the possible non-keys that could be found. The coverage test is performed
eciently utilizing bitmaps.
3.2.5 Example of Searching for Non-Keys
This section provides a detailed example of nding non-keys in the prex-
tree illustrated in Figure 3.3. Although it contains only three entities with
four attributes each, it is sucient to show the basic concepts discussed so
far. Almost every point includes the current curNonKey displayed in brackets
in the beginning and proceeded lines of code in parenthesis at the end.
1. The algorithm starts with the root node and runs recursively until it
reaches the leaf node OOP
2. <First Name, Last Name, Pages, Title>
The current slice is (Tom, Black, 15, OOP). Because counter of the
only cell equals 1, no non-key is discovered. (2-5)
3. <First Name, Last Name, Pages, Title> Now, the algorithm pro-
jects out the current attrNo = Title in order to try if it is a non-key.
(6)
4. <First Name, Last Name, Pages> If the current leaf node contained
more than one cell, the current curNonKey would have to retain a non-
key because it would be the result of previously shared nodes (nodes
having same values within the function merge). But no non-key is
found for now. (7-9)
5. <First Name, Last Name, Pages, Title>Gordian backtracks to the
node (15,8) and performs the same operation (points 2-4) with the
next child and it nishes with the same result.
6. <First Name, Last Name, Pages> The Algorithm is again back in
the node (15,8) and have no more children for traversal, therefore
the current attrNo = Pages is projected out (16).
7. <First Name, Last Name> Now if the current root node consist of 2
or more cells, the previous nodes (ancestors) must be parts of a non-
key. Thus, the merging operation is performed in order to determine
if that non-key can have more items than only ancestors. Because the
node (15,8) is composed of two cells, the merging operation starts in
order to state if attrNo = Title can be the part of the non-key, too.
(17-22)
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8. The resulting merged tree is composed only of the node (OOP,SQL).
9. <First Name, Last Name, Title>
The current slice is (Tom, Black, 15, (OOP,SQL)). Because counter
of the only cell equals 1, no non-key is discovered. (2-5)
10. <First Name, Last Name, Title> Steps 2, 3 are performed with the
current curNonKey and on the ground of containing 2 cells in the
merged leaf node (OOP,SQL), the rst non-key <First Name, Last
Name> is discovered. (7-9)
11. <First Name, Last Name> Next, the algorithm backtracks back to
the node (Black) and projects out (attrNo = <Last Name>). (16)
12. <First Name> The current node (Black) contains only one cell, the-
refore no merging is proceeded and the algorithm backtracks to the
node (Tom, Jeremy).
13. <First Name> Consequently, DF traversal continues through the right
part of PT (the cell (Jeremy)) until the end - the leaf node (UML).
14. <First Name, Last Name, Pages, Title>
The current slice is (Jeremy, Hill, 15, UML). Steps 2-4 are executed
and no new non-key is inferred.
15. <First Name, Last Name, Pages> Now, steps 11, 12 are repeatedly
processed (all the nodes on the way back contain only one cell) and
Gordian backtracks back to the node (Tom, Jeremy).
16. <First Name> Steps 6, 7 are proceeded. (the current attrNo = First Name
is projected out).
17. <empty> The constructed merged tree is visualized in Figure 3.4.
HillBlack
15 8 15
OOP SQL UML
LastName [1]
Pages [2]
Title [3]
(1) (1) (1)
Figure 3.4: Merged Prex-Tree
18. <Last Name> Figure 3.4 demonstrates, that the merged tree is com-
posed only of the previously traversed branches, because no cells with
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same values have not been found there. As a result, no part of a non-
key have not been discovered and it has no reason to traverse children
of the node (Black, Hill). (12)
19. <Last Name> (attrNo = <Last Name>) is projected out and children
of the node (Black, Hill) are merged. (16-21)
20. <empty> The constructed merged tree is visualized in Figure 3.5.
15 8
OOP SQL
Pages[2]
Title [3]
(1) (1)
OOP
(1)
Figure 3.5: Merged Prex-Tree 2
21. <Pages> On the contrary to the case in the step 18, the merging ope-
ration builds new consolidated node (15), which means that current
(attrNo = <Pages>) is the part of a non-key. Consequently, the DF-
traversal of its descendants continues to test if this non-key could con-
tain (<Title>), too.
22. <Pages, Title> The Algorithm proceeds steps 9,10.
23. <Pages> step 19
24. The resulting merged tree is composed of the node (OOP, SQL, UML).
25. <Title> All counters are equal to 1, therefore no new non-key is disco-
vered. Gordian leaves recursion. In the end, the nonKeySet container
holds (<First Name, Last Name>, <Pages>).
3.2.6 Keys from Non-Keys
The nal step of the Gordian algorithm is the primary key inference
from the set of discovered non-keys. The basic idea is that the set of keys
corresponds to the cartesian product of the complement sets of the non-
keys. In short, in the Algorithm 3 (adopted from [41]) the complement set
is computed for each non-key, then the cartesian product is taken with the
previously seen complement sets, and in the end any redundant keys are
pruned. The following pseudo-code with the example does not require more
detailed description.
Example 17 (Keys from Non-Keys): In the foregoing section have been
computed these non-keys (<First Name, Last Name>, <Pages>). As a re-
sult, the complement sets are (<Pages, Title>, <First Name, Last Name,
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Title>). Then computed keys are following (<First Name, Pages>, <Last
Name, Pages>, <Pages,Title>, <First Name, Title>,
<Last Name, Title>, <Title> ). After elimination of redundancies -
(<First Name, Pages>, <Last Name, Pages>, <Title> ).
Algorithm 3 Computing Keys
Input: nonKeySet: set of found non-keys
Output: keySet: set of discovered keys
1: for each nonKey in nonKeySet do
2: complement complement of nonKey
3: if keySet is empty then
4: keySet complement
5: else
6: tempSet 0
7: for each cKey in complement do
8: for each key in keySet do
9: tempSet (key [ cKey)
10: end for
11: end for
12: eliminate redundant keys in tempSet
13: keySet tempSet
14: end if
15: end for
16: return keySet
3.2.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, the Algorithm Gordian is a novel method for very fast de-
tecting composite primary keys in a dataset while avoiding the exponential
processing and memory requirements. Experiments which are demonstra-
ted in [41], show that Gordian can discover all composite keys in the time
that other approaches required to extract single-attribute keys. In XML
application it can be directly utilized to discover, for instance, composite
absolute primary keys. In addition, the DF-traversal and the usage of the
prex tree representation make it easily possible to detach the computation
process, which proceeds some bigger set of entities, in order to obtain keys
also from parts of the original set. Consequently, it should be possible with
some modications of the algorithm to infer relative primary keys in XML,
too. Unfortunately, it is very dicult to modify (or set) the algorithm to
locate only 2 or 3-attribute composite keys, because all the non-keys must
be found rst.
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3.3 Primary Keys from XML Data
3.3.1 Overview
An apriori-like algorithm for discovering of primary keys in XML data
through association rules has been proposed in [39]. The method is capable
even to extract keys which contain wildcard ? in path expressions. The
authors have dened support and condence of a key expression and only the
minimal cover of the set of primary key expressions is considered during the
inference process. At rst, the algorithm nds absolute 1-keys and relative
1-keys. Later, from these key expressions the apriori-like algorithm try to
generate all other k-keys afterwards.
3.3.2 Preliminaries
Support and Condence
Support denotes the rate of occurrence of the given potential key expres-
sions. Besides, uniqueness of the values of the given potential key expressions
is indicated as condence.
Denition 15 (Support and Condence). Let  = (Q; (Q
0
; fP1; : : : ;Pkg))
be a k-key expression, T an XML tree, n 2 [Q] and n[Q0 ] = fn1; : : : ;nmg.
Then branches(nj;Pi) entails the amount of Pi-branches in the subtree rooted
at nj. Next, values(nj;Pi) denotes the number of distinct values of the subtree
rooted at n:nj:Pi. The support of  in the subtree rooted at n is
supp(n; ) =
mX
j=1
kY
i=1
branches(nj ; Pi);
and the condence of  in the subtree rooted at n is
conf(n; ) =
mX
j=1
kY
i=1
values(nj ; Pi)
support(n; )
If supp(n; ) = 0, then conf(n; ) = 1.
Denition 16 (Support and Condence in XML Tree). The support of 
in the whole tree T is
supp(T; ) =
X
m2n[Q]
supp(m;)
And the condence of  in T is
conf(T; ) = minfconf(m;) : m 2 n[Q]g
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The values of each branch n:nj :Pi are comprehended as a bag due to
above denitions of support and condence. And the support of the branches
n:nj :fP1; : : : ; Pkg corresponds to the amount of elements in the Cartesian
product of all bags.
Example of Support and Condence
K
S
E
E
Article
E
Volume
S
E
E
E
L
Article
K
E
E
“8”
S S
Articles
E
Articles
S
E E
L
K
S S
E
E
E
L
K
S
Article
“13”
L
“5” “8” “5” “5” “18”“5”
Figure 3.6: Example of XML Tree Demonstrating Support and Condence
The Figure 3.6 is an example of XML tree for illustrating support and
condence of key expression (Articles, (Article, {K, L})). The graph
includes 3 branches for Articles.Article.
 The support for (Articles, (Article, {K, L})) in the rst branch
is 4, because there exist 2 branches for Articles.Article.K and 2
branches for Articles.Article.L. Then the support for the second
and third branch amounts 1. Consequently, the support for the whole
XML tree is 6.
 As far as condence is concerned, in the rst subtree occurs 2 distinct
values of {(8, 5), (13, 5)}, so the condence amounts 2/5. Second
subtree has condence 100%. In accordance to the denition, the con-
dence for (Articles, (Article, {K, L})) amounts 2=5 = 40%.
Threshold and Fake Keys
 There exists two types of thresholds:
{ The rst one is called min-support and determines the matter of
interest of key candidates.
{ The second one is titled min-condence and corresponds to pre-
ciseness of the key candidates.
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 A key is accurate if its condence is bigger than a givenmin-condence.
 The key is so-called approximate key if it passes both thresholds.
 A valid path expression p in PL is the path expression where 8 label
l 2 p, if l 2 A or l = fSg, then l is at the end of p, and the support is
greater than min-support.
Denition 17 (Fake Key). A k-key expression  = (Q1;Q
0
1;S) is called a
fake key if it exceeds both thresholds and another expression != (Q2;Q
0
2;S)
exists such that Q2  Q1 and Q01 = Q
0
2, or Q
0
2  Q
0
1 and Q1 = Q2, and !
does not pass any of the thresholds.
Example 18 (Fake Key): To show an example of a fake key, consider the
following absolute key expressions:
1. (; (volume:article:author; fg)) supp: 10, conf: 50%
2. (; (volume:  :author; fg)) supp: 30, conf: 100%
Assume the min-support of 10 and min-condence is 100%. In accordance
to the above statement, second key is an approximate key, while rst one
is not. Since volume.article.author in the expression 1 is contained in
volume.*.author from the expression 2, according to the target-path-
containment rule(from the table 2.1), if the expression 2 is a key ) the
expression 1 must be a key, too. Consequently, the expression 2 is declared
as a fake key.
Partial Order
The partial order shows which keys should not be hold in a minimum
cover. Thus, it allows to an algorithm to mine a minimal cover for the set
of keys of a given XML tree. The example is adopted from [39].
Denition 18 (Partial Order). Given key expressions = (Q1; (Q
0
1;S1)) and
! = (Q2; (Q
0
2;S2)) where S1 = fP1; : : : ;Pkg, S2 = fP
0
1; : : : ;P
0
mg, then  pre-
cedes ! (in the sense of partial order), denoted   !, if at least one of the
following conditions is satised:
1. k < m;Q1 = Q2;Q
0
1 = Q
0
2 and S1  S2.
2. k = m;Q1  Q2;Q01  Q
0
2, for any Pi 2 S1, there exists a P
0
j 2 S2 such
that P
0
j  Pi and for any P
0
j 2 S2, there exists Pi 2 S1 such that P
0
j  Pi.
3. k = m, Q1 is a prex of Q2, there exists a P, such that Q1:Q
0
1 = Q2:Q
0
2:P
and fP:P1; : : : ;P:Pkg = fP01; : : : ;P
0
kg.
4. k = m;Q1 = Q2;Q
0
1 = Q
0
2, there occurs S and P where
S = f;P001 ; : : : ;P
00
k 2g; S1 = S [ fPg, and S2 = S [ fP:P
0g.
Example 19 (Partial Order): The illustration is related to Figure 2.7. (vo-
lume,(articles.article,ftitle,authorg))  (volume.articles,(article,ftitle,authorg))
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3.3.3 Prex Tree
E
?
E
?
E
E
E
?
Article
E
Volume
Title
@posi
E
Authors
E
A
E
Author
E
Author
A
@posi
Articles
“*”“*” “*”
E
?
Figure 3.7: Example of Prex-Tree of the XML Tree Depicted in Figure 2.7
A prex tree is de facto an XML tree with merged nodes, so that each
path from the root to a leaf occurs in the tree just once (not including data
values). In addition, there is considered wildcard '?'. When '?' represents
only one label, that branch is eliminated.
Example 20 (Wildcard '?' in Prex Tree): To illustrate, the prex tree
depicted in 3.7 could contain the path Volume.Authors.?. Because here
'?' corresponds only to the label Author, it is excluded.
In the prex tree each leaf corresponds to a path expression from the root
to the leaf, but labels which are situated more than once under their parents
are signed with '*'. These marks will be useful for generating candidates
of relative keys.
Example 21 (Prex Tree): The example of a prex tree is demonstrated in
Figure 3.7. It is based on the XML tree from Figure 2.7.
3.3.4 Generating 1-Key Expressions
Absolute Keys
Firstly, candidate absolute keys are inferred among all the paths in the
prex tree. According to the Section 2.3.3, in the key expression (Q; (Q
0
; S))
context-path Q should be as short as possible, target-path Q
0
should be as
long as possible, and number of key paths in S should be as little as possible.
Thus, key expressions consisting of Q =  and S =  are generated at rst.
Example 22 (Candidate Absolute Keys): The table 3.2 shows candidate
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Key expressions sup conf
1 (; (Articles:Article:T itle; fg)) 3 100%
2 (; (Articles:Article:Author:posi; fg)) 3 66; 7%
3 (; (Articles:Article:?; fg)) 3 100%
4 (; (Authors:Author; fg)) 3 100%
5 (; (Authors:Author:posi; fg)) 3 100%
6 (; (?:?:?; fg)) 6 100%
Table 3.2: Absolute 1-key expressions from the prex tree depicted in Figure
3.7
absolute keys obtained from the prex tree depicted in Figure 3.7.
Relative Keys
The relative keys can only occur within the context identied by the
nodes which exist multiple times under their parents. The relative key can-
didates incurred from the expression  = (; (l1; : : : ; ln; fg)) are considered
if the following conditions are met:
 The branch which determines the relative key is marked with '*'.
  has enough support, but does not hold enough condence.
  is not absolute key. This pruning rule originates in the subnodes
inference rule according to the Section 2.3.3
If the relative key candidate does not contain wildcard '?' in any path in
the scope of relative key's context, then it can be directly concluded that its
condence is 100%. And therefore, it is assigned as an approximate relative
1-key.
Example 23 (Candidate Relative Keys): Considering support = 3 and con-
dence = 90% relative key candidate (Articles:Article; (Author:posi; fg))
can be generated from the absolute key candidate contained in row 2 of the
Table 3.2.
Post-processing
Each generated key must pass the following post-processing steps:
1. For each new k-key !, exclude all k-keys  where !  
2. remove fake keys
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3.3.5 Mining Composite Keys
The oncoming method is typical apriori-like principle where k-candidates
are constructed from unsatised (k-1)-candidates. Concretely, current can-
didates for composite keys are generated from 1-key expressions which are
satised in the XML data with min-support, but does not involve enough
condence.
Mining absolute 2-key expressions
First of all, absolute 2-key candidates will be generated. The process is
managed by two main rules:
1. A 2-key candidate can not be created from two 1-key expressions where
one precedes the other by .
2. From two 1-key expressions (Q; (l1:    :lk:lk+1:    :lm; fg)) and
(Q; (l1:    :lk:l0k+1:    :l
0
p; fg)) the following 2-key expression is con-
structed (Q; (l1:    :lj ; flj+1:    :lm; l0j+1:    :l
0
p; g)), where j = 1; : : : ; k.
Example 24 (2-key candidates): For instance, from the two supported 1-
key expressions (; (Articles:Article:Author:FirstName; fg)) and
(; (Articles:Article:Author:LastName; fg)) the following 2-key candidates
are generated:
 (; (Articles:Article:Author; fFirstName;LastNameg))
 (; (Articles:Article; fAuthor:FirstName;Author:LastNameg))
 (; (Articles; fArticle:Author:FirstName;Article:Author:LastNameg))
Mining k-keys
The basic principle is same as in the previous section. The oncoming
theorem for elicitation of absolute or relative k-keys from two (k-1)-key
expressions with k > 2 is adopted from [39], where the proof is published,
too.
Theorem 1. Let k > 2. A k-key expression (Q; (Q
0
; fP1; : : : ;Pk 2;Pk 1;Pkg))
can be supported and passes min-condence only if the (k-1)-key expressions
(Q; (Q
0
; fP1; : : : ;Pk 2;Pkg)) and (Q; (Q0 ; fP1; : : : ;Pk 2;Pk 1g)) are candi-
date (k-1)-key expressions, and all m-key expressions (Q; (Q
0
;S)), where
m < k and S  fP1; : : : ;Pk 2;Pk 1;Pkg are supported.
As a result, two basic rules have arisen:
 When k > 2, any two (k-1)-key expressions allow to construct at most
one k-key candidate.
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 K-key expression can not be created if one of the (k-1)-key expressions
is already satised in the XML data (according to the superkey rule
from Table 2.1).
3.3.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, the authors demonstrated very precise method for nding
primary keys in XML (and composite primary keys, too).And on the ground
of preciseness it includes some good ideas and observations. However, this
algorithm seems to be quite ineective. The authors have also presented ex-
periments only on small database where have been in total only 8 keys disco-
vered. Next, mining absolute keys like (; (Articles:Article:Author:posifg))
seems to be a bit unrealistic. Inference rules must be kept, but users mostly
specify some key path. Next unrealistic example is for instance utilizing '?'
at the end of the target path or in other redundant places.
3.4 Combined Approach
3.4.1 Overview
[32] proposes the VQT algorithm (Value cardinality, Query pattern,
Translation into XML). A relational schema to XML Schema translation
method that analyzes the cardinalities between implicit data values and the
equi-join characteristic in user queries and infers implicit referential integri-
ties. The whole process consists of several dierent simple approaches, which
are proceeded in parallel. At the end, it creates an XML Schema as the re-
sult. Since this diploma thesis concerns only about integrity constraints, the
construction of XML Schema is going not to be described.
3.4.2 Value Cardinality Module
First, the Value cardinality module (VCM) acquires metadata of the
relational schema (R-schema) and provides the analysis of cardinalities be-
tween the data values. Second, referential integrity relation information is
detected by utilizing inclusion dependency property between the elds of
primary and foreign keys. The whole process is composed of four steps:
preprocessing, wordnet-based column extraction, candidate extraction, and
renement.
Preprocessing
VCM obtains metadata information of the relational database. It con-
tains i.a. primary keys, property of the columns (data type and nullable
information) and foreign key constraints. Then VCM contains a so-called
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data structure Excepted column list (ECL) which for each primary key co-
lumn holds a list of columns that can not be referenced from the primary
key column. ECL is lled by this way:
 other primary key columns
 columns with dierent data types
 columns which are connected via foreign key constraint from metadata,
there is no need to discover this referential relationship again
Wordnet-Based Column extraction
In this extraction step, the semantics between the columns are examined.
Authors have implemented WordNet - widely used ontology for the semantic
analysis and comparison between words. Concretely, functions Searchword-
Net() and CompareSynset() have been utilized.
 First, list of words with similar or same meaning is acquired from
SearchwordNet() for each column.
 Second, lists from the previous step are compared by CompareSynset()
function. Pairs of columns that satisfy the comparison are stored in
the data structure for referential integrity candidates (RIC).
Candidate Extraction and Renement
In the rst part, the RIC is lled according to the test of the value
similarity. This test is performed on the pairs of columns whose selection
is based on the ECL. Then inclusion dependency of candidates in RIC is
checked. Everything is computed in the straightforward way - value by value
in many for-loops.
3.4.3 Query Pattern Module
The Query pattern module (QPM) obtains user queries, analyzes them
and educes referential integrity relation information by utilizing the equi-
join property. In accordance to this property, columns which are related
by equi-join in a query share a close interrelationship with each other. The
whole process is composed of three steps: resource generation, candidate
extraction,and renement.
 The user queries are obtained in the resource generation phase and
clauses containing "where"are stored in the data structure so-called
Where clause stack (WCS).
 Next, RIC is lled only with candidates that in WCS reference other
column.
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 This phase is like in the VCM - candidates in RIC are tested for
inclusion dependency property.
3.4.4 Conclusion
This method is interesting because of using several methods together
- ontology analysis, data value analysis as well as query analysis. Con-
sequently, the inference process can be more precise. Unfortunately the au-
thors rely on the obtaining of metadata information of a relational data-
base, therefore there is no primary key discovery. Although all phases are
very simple and straightforward, the authors presented very good results of
their experiments. According to these results, VQT is in [32] demonstrated
as more ecient and precise method than other well-known translation me-
thods. However, the potential of combined approach could be a lot better
exploited and implemented (for instance, to merge some modules).
3.5 IND - SPIDER
3.5.1 Overview
The algorithm SPIDER (Single Pass Inclusion DEpendency Recognition)
has been been proposed in [51, 53]. It detects all unary INDs during only one
race through all the nodes. The process consists of two steps - sets of values
are sorted during the rst one and then all the candidates are analyzed
in parallel. The core of the method is utilizing the data structure called
min-heap which synchronizes the processing of all values of all attributes.
Furthermore, some pruning strategies are presented in [53] and the algorithm
is expanded for the elicitation of composite INDs, too.
3.5.2 Parallel test for all IND Candidates
Overall Description
SPIDER uses sorted attribute lists and obtains values with one cursor
per attribute. Because each particular attribute must be tested if it is the
referenced or dependent attribute simultaneously, the challenge is to decide
when the cursor for each attribute should be shifted. In general, the main
idea is to process sorted attributes blockwise in parallel - value by value.
In addition, each attribute maintains a list of IND candidates, which is
decreasing during the process of checking attribute values. Consequently,
the algorithm is based on a data structure which sorts all attribute values
and stores equal values grouped together.
Example 25 (Placing of Values in the Data Structure of SPIDER): The
Table 3.3 demonstrates the way how values are stored in the data structure
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A B C
1 1
2 2 2
3
4 4 4
5
Table 3.3: SPIDER Data Structure
of SPIDER. The illustration is adopted from [53]. Attributes hold following
values:
 A = f3, 2, 4, 1g
 B = f2, 4g
 C = f2, 5, 4, 1g
Representation of IND candidates
The authors utilize the following observation: IND candidates can be
gathered into disjoint sets according to their dependent attribute. In other
words, IND candidates covering a given dependent attribute determine a
set. As a result, each attribute X preserves a list X.refs of attributes which
holds IND candidates satised so far. To illustrate, X  Y entails that Y 2
X.refs.
3.5.3 SPIDER Algorithm
The algorithm 4 demonstrates in pseudo-code the process broached in
the foregoing section. It takes on the input attributes with their sorted values
and their beginning refs lists and the output provides the set of satised
INDs. SPIDER iterates row by row over the data structure proceeding the
following steps:
1. (line 3) Obtain the set curAtts of all attributes holding given row's
value, which means attributes with currently minimal equal value.
2. (line 5) Update lists refs of all attributes in curAtts by intersecting
refs and curAtts. In other words, all attributes not containing the
current minimal value (for instance, B =2 curAtts) are excluded from
refs of attributes which carry the current minimal value.
3. (line 6) Process the next value, attribute is re-inserted into the min-
heap.
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Algorithm 4 Spider
Input: attributes with their sorted values and their respective refs lists
Output: satised INDs
1: construction of heap using attributes
2: while heap is non-empty do
3: curAtts attributes with current min. value
4: for each A in curAtts do
5: A:refs A:refs \ curAtts
6: if A contains next value then
7: A:shiftCursor()
8: heap:add(A)
9: else
10: for each B 2 A:refs  fAg do
11: result result [ fA  Bg
12: end for
13: end if
14: end for
15: end while
16: return result
cols A.refs B.refs C.refs
Initialization: B,C A,C A,B
Step 1: A,C C A,C A
Step 2: A,B,C C A,C A
Step 3: A ; A,C A
Step 4: A,B,C ; A,C A
Step 5: C ; A,C ;
Table 3.4: Example of SPIDER Run
3.5.4 Example of Parallel Run
Table 3.4 (adopted from [53]) visualizes in detail the process of obtaining
INDs from data presented in Table 3.3. The column atts refers to attribu-
tes containing the value which is currently processing. When the rst step
is explained, the rest will have to be clear.
The rst iteration step works with value '1'. Therefore, curAtts = {A,C}
and the corresponding refs are updated as follows:
A:refs = A:refs \ curAtts = fB;Cg \ fA;Cg = fCg
C:refs = C:refs \ curAtts = fA;Bg \ fA;Cg = fAg
Consequently, IND candidates A  B and C  B are unsatised.
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After processing all values, the algorithm provides those satised INDs
B  A and B  C.
3.5.5 Pruning Strategies
Simple Strategies
 If an attribute A carries more distinct values than attribute B, then
the IND candidate A  B can be excluded.
 An IND candidate can be also excluded if the maximum dependent
value is greater than the maximum referenced value.
 In the same way, an IND candidate can be also excluded if the mini-
mum dependent value is lower than the minimum referenced value.
All three tests are inexpensive, because the computations can be evalua-
ted within the process of sorting the attributes. The authors have presented
that these 3 strategies together reduce the beginning number of IND candi-
dates by 80-90%.
Bloom Filter
The simple lters described above utilize only very little information
about data. Bloom lters hash all values of an attribute into a bit-array. In
order to prune IND candidates, bit-arrays of two attributes are compared
trying to nd bits that are 1 in the dependent array but 0 in the referenced
array. If one such a bit is located, the candidate is not satised. Candida-
tes which passed this test still require to be checked in the parallel run of
SPIDER. The test between bit-arrays can be implemented eciently by a
bitwise dep ^ :ref operation. If the result of this operation is 1, the IND
candidate can be excluded. The challenge is to set the optimal length of a
bit-array, to nd balance between the ecient pruning and the time requi-
red for bit-array testing. The authors have proposed in the face of many
experiments that the length of 217 bit (which requires 20MB memory for
1000 attributes) is a very good choice.
3.5.6 Composite INDs
GenNext Algorithm
The authors have been inspired by the GenNext algorithm presented in
[52] (the summary is described in Section 3.6.4) to infer the IND candidates
level-wise. The elicitation of INDs of level l > 1 is separated into two steps:
1. determination of all IND candidates which are chosen with respect to
the satised INDs of level l   1
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2. test those IND candidates
This method is an adapted AprioriGen algorithm utilizing an order on
attributes. It creates IND candidates of level l by sorting all satised INDs
of level l   1.
SPIDER
The SPIDER algorithm still test all IND candidates of a given level
in parallel. The main modication is that the min-heap structure contains
attribute tuples with their values instead of single attribute values.
Pruning Strategies
In the process of discovering composite INDs, two very weak restrictions
are utilized. As far as later foreign key inference is concerned they should
not exclude interesting INDs. However, the number of IND candidates is
signicantly reduced.
 The referenced attribute must consist of more than one distinct value
 At least 1% of all distinct values of the referenced attribute must be
covered by values of the dependent attribute.
3.5.7 Conclusion
To conclude, SPIDER is the powerful method for discovering INDs where
all data values are read only once. As far as unary INDs are concerned utili-
zing fastest possible SQL approach has number of comparisons O(n2t log t)
where n is a number of attributes and t entails maximum number of values
in attributes. In this computation is used one join query per IND candidate
assuming sort merge join on both attributes. In contrast to the SQL appro-
ach, SPIDER requires only O(nt log t) comparisons, assuming t > n.
Results of experiments presented by the authors are impressive. Even
very large databases are analyzed within hours. Utility for inferring fore-
ign keys in XML is unquestionable, because within the process of locating
relative foreign keys all data values could be read just once, only bigger
number of refs lists would be held, and therefore number of intersections
would be expanded. Moreover, when primary keys were rst discovered, IND
candidates in SPIDER could be signicantly pruned.
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3.6 IND - DBA Companion
3.6.1 Overview
In the paper [53] authors have described a dierent approach implemen-
ted in a DBA Companion project, which can detect all satised INDs in a
given relational database. In addition to SPIDER, this is the only method
which can compute all unary INDs during only one race through all the
values. The idea is to create binary relations which connect every value of
the database with attributes having this value. This new data organization
so-called extraction context considers various data types and can be per-
ceived as a transaction database in which attributes are items and values
are transactions. In addition, unary INDs correspond to exact association
rules and they can be extracted in one pass. Furthermore, the authors use
a levelwise method based on Apriori algorithm to compute n-ary INDs.
3.6.2 Denitions
Basic relational database concept
Letters from the beginning of the alphabet means single attributes whe-
reas letters from the end denotes attribute sets.
Let R be a nite set of attributes A.
 8A 2 R, a domain (Dom(A)) represents the set of all possible values
of A
 A tuple u over R is a total mapping R! SA2RDom(A) where u(A) 2
Dom(A);8A 2 R
 A relation indicates a set of tuples over R, then R corresponds to its
relational schema
 jXj entails the cardinality of set X
 u[X] denotes the restriction of u to X where X  R is an attribute
set and u is a tuple
 x(r) means the projection of a relation r to X and is dened as
x(r) = fu[X]ju 2 rg
 A database schema R is a nite set relation schemas Ri
 A relational database instance d (or only database) overR represents
a set of relations ri over each Ri of R
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 An attribute sequence X = ABC entails an ordered set of distinct
values
 X[i] refers to the ith element of the sequence X
 Attributes A;B are compatible if Dom(A) = Dom(B)
 Distinct attribute sequences X;Y are compatible if jXj = jY j = m
and for j = [1;m]; Dom(A) = Dom(B)
Inclusion Dependency
Denition 19 (Inclusion Dependency).
An inclusion dependency over a database schema R is a statement of the
form Ri[X]  Rj [Y ] where Ri; Rj 2 R, X  Ri, Y  Rj, X;Y are compa-
tible sequences.
 A trivial IND indicates that it is of the form R[X]  R[X]
 An IND A  B is of size i if jXj = i.
 An unary inclusion dependency means an IND of size 1
Denition 20 (Inclusion Dependency Satisfaction).
An IND A  B is satised in a database d over a database schema R,
denoted by d j= Ri[X]  Rj [Y ], i 8u 2 ri;9v 2 rj such that u[X] = v[Y ]
where ri; rj 2 d are relations over Ri; Rj 2 R
3.6.3 Unary IND Discovery
The goal of the algorithm is to elicit all satised unary INDs in given
a database. The core of the process is to set a binary relation between
attributes and corresponding values.
A B C D E
3 X 4 Z 4
5 Y 5 U 3
3 X 7 X 4
3 Z 3 Z 4
Table 3.5: Example of Dataset
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Data Preprocessing
Denition 21 (Extraction Context). Given a database d over a database
schema R, and a data type t of d, an extraction context indicates the triple
Dt(d) = (V;U;B) as follows:
 U = f R.A j A is of type t;A 2 R;R 2 Rg. U is the set of attributes
whose type is t
 V = f v 2 A(r) j R:A 2 U; r 2 d, r dened over Rg. V is the set of
values taken by attributes in their relations.
 B  U  V is a binary relation: ( v, R.A) 2 B () v 2 A(r) where
r 2 d and r dened over R.
Example 26: The database depicted in Table 3.5 consists of 2 types : int
and string. As far as the type int is concerned, U = fA, C, Eg and V =
f3, 4, 5, 7g. As a result, (3, A), (3, C), (3, E), (4, C), (4, E), (5, A),. . .2 B.
The table 3.8 demonstrates the extraction context associated with both data
types.
V U
3 A, C, E
4 C, E
5 A, C
7 C
V U
U D
X B, D
Y B
Z B, D
Figure 3.8: Extraction Context of the Dataset in Table 3.5. Type int is
shown on the right side and type string on the left.
Algorithm
The new data organization allows a new insight on the unary INDs.
The satised IND A  B entails that for each value v such that (v;A)
belonging to the extraction context exists also (v;B), which is a part of the
the extraction context, too. The following theorem is adopted from [52], its
proof is obvious.
Theorem 2. Given a database d, a data type t and an extraction context
Dt(d) = (V;U;B),
d j= A  B() B 2
\
v2Vj(v;A)2B
fC 2 Uj(v;C) 2 Bg
where A;B 2U.
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The whole process is possible to imagine as a transaction database where
attributes mean items and values refer to transactions. Then association
rules whose condence is 100% and whose left and right-hand sides are
composed of only one attribute corresponds to unary INDs. The oncoming
pseudo-code (Algorithm 6) is adopted from [52].
Algorithm 5 Unary IND discovery
Input: the extraction context V;U;B
Output: the set of unary INDs satised by a given database
1: for each A 2 U do
2: A:refs U
3: end for
4: for each v 2 V do
5: for each A such that (v;A) 2 B do
6: A:refs A:refs \ fBj(v;B) 2 Bg
7: end for
8: end for
9: for each A 2 U do
10: for each B 2 A:refs  fAg do
11: result result [ fA  Bg
12: end for
13: end for
14: return result
Each attribute A preserves a list A.refs of attributes which holds IND
candidates satised so far. To illustrate, A  B entails that B 2 A.refs.
This algorithm is linear in relation to the size of the binary relation of the
extraction context, because the size of A.refs is smaller than the size of
U by orders of magnitude. As a result, the intersection can be treated as a
constant.
First, the initialization process is performed on the lines 1-3 and all
refs are lled. Second, the main computation is proceeded on the lines 4-8.
Each value of attribute A is checked by intersection whether it is included
in other attributes. Third, the rest of the method provides the ll of the
output variable with the inferred INDs.
Example
Table 3.6 visualizes in detail the process of obtaining INDs of the data
type int from the extraction context presented in Table 3.8. The column
value contains the currently processed value from V and the column atts
refers to the attributes holding the value from the foregoing column. When
the second step is explained, the rest will have to be clear.
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value atts A.refs C.refs E.refs
Initialization: A,C,E A,C,E A,C,E
Step 1: 3 A,C,E A,C,E A,C,E A,C,E
Step 2: 4 C,E A,C,E C,E C,E
Step 3: 5 A,C A,C C C,E
Step 4: 7 C A,C C C,E
Table 3.6: Example of the run
The second iteration step works with value of '4'. Therefore, attributes
fC;Eg are considered and the corresponding refs are updated as follows:
C:refs = C:refs \ fC;Eg = fA;C;Eg \ fC;Eg = fC;Eg
E:refs = C:refs \ fC;Eg = fA;C;Eg \ fC;Eg = fC;Eg
Consequently, IND candidates C  A and E  A are unsatised.
After processing all values, the algorithm provides those satised INDs
A  C and E  C.
3.6.4 Composite IND Discovery
The oncoming method is an apriori-like approach, but rst the search
space must be reduced in order to be able to utilize the method eciently.
Preprocessing
Theorem 3 (Projection and Permutation of INDs). if
R[A1; : : : ;An]  S[B1; : : : ;Bn] then R[A1; : : : ;Am]  S[B1; : : : ;Bm] for each
sequence 1; : : : ; m of distinct integers f1,. . . ,ng.
Thanks to this rule all the permutations to create a left-hand side or a
right-hand side of INDs do not have to be considered.
Denition 22 (Relation between Candidate INDs). Let I1 : Ri[X]  Rj[Y]
and I2 : R
0
i[X
0
]  R0j[Y
0
] be two candidate INDs. Then I2 C I1 is dened i:
 Ri = R0i and Rj = R
0
j and
 X0 = A1 : : :Ak, Y0 = B1 : : :Bk and there exists a set of indexes
i1 < : : : < ih 2 f1; : : : ; kg with h  k such that
X = Ai1 : : :Aih, Y = Bi1 : : :Bih
Theorem 4. Let I1; I2 be two candidate INDs such that I1 C I2. If d 2 I1,
then d 2 I2.
In other words, this property entails that the relation C is anti-monotony
with respect to the satisability of INDs. Generally, only satised INDs will
be utilized to produce candidate INDs for the subsequent level. As a result,
the search space is signicantly pruned.
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Algorithm 6 Composite IND discovery
Input: I1 - the set unary INDs satised by a given database d
Output: the set of composite INDs satised by a given database d
1: candidates GenNext(I1)
2: while candidates not empty do
3: for each I in candidates do
4: if d j= I then
5: toGen toGen [ I
6: end if
7: result result [ I
8: end for
9: candidates GenNext(toGen)
10: empty toGen
11: end while
12: return result
Algorithm
The algorithm (demonstrated in Algorithm 6) is quite simple. In the rst
phase, the candidate INDs of size 2 are computed by the GenNext function
on basis of satised INDs of size 1. Next, these candidates are checked aga-
inst the database and the satised ones are utilized in the generation of IND
candidates of level 3. This process is repeated until GenNext produces new
candidates for evaluation.
The GenNext function extends the Apriori principle of the frequent item-
sets discovery. The function is composed of two steps - generation phase and
pruning phase, both parts results from the relation C and its anti-monotony
property.
3.6.5 Conclusion
To conclude, the described algorithm is the powerful method for dis-
covering INDs where all data values are read only once. It is possible to
observe some similarities with SPIDER, however, the main data structure
tha,t holds attributes with values and performs the computation process,
is totally dierent. In contrast to SPIDER, the method from DBA Com-
panion considers data types. But on the other side, it involves apparently
the more time-consuming preprocessing phase which assigns to each value
in a database the list of attributes holding this value. This process is very
costly, because all values of all attributes must be combined into one data
structure. Authors of SPIDER have presented in [53] that their approach
outperforms the method from DBA Companion by orders of magnitude.
Also some pruning of IND candidates within the preprocessing phase would
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helpful. For instance, the pruning techniques of SPIDER can be very ef-
fective.
3.7 Summary of Approaches
This section summarizes in Table 3.7 the main characteristics of algori-
thms mentioned in the foregoing sections. Moreover, in Table 3.8 are conclu-
ded their important advantages and disadvantages. RDB means relational
database.
Name Output Requirements
Gordian RDB Composite PKs data in tuples
XML Primary Keys XML PKs XML document
Combined Approach RDB FKs metadata to obtain
PKs, queries, data
types
Spider Composite INDs sorted column lists
DBA Companion Composite INDs binary relation between
values and attributes
Table 3.7: Main Characteristics of the approaches
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Name Description
Gordian very fast detection of all composite primary
keys, simple to expand for the purpose of rela-
tive primary keys discovery, the process can not
be quickened in order to detect only composite
2-keys or 3-keys
XML Primary Keys very precise, but ineective, inference keys can
involve '?' wildcard in their specication, a mi-
nimal cover for the set of XML keys of a given
XML tree
Combined Approach according to the authors, the most precise and
eective RDB to XML translational method,
mix of several approaches (data-driven, query-
driven, ontologies), each of them is very simple
and straightforward utilized
Spider computation of all unary INDs within only one
run through all the values, ecient pruning
techniques of IND candidates
DBA Companion computation of all unary INDs within only one
run through all the values, considers data ty-
pes, in comparison with SPIDER very time-
consuming preprocessing
Table 3.8: Brief summary of the approaches
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Chapter 4
New Proposal - KeyMiner
4.1 Overview
The core of KeyMiner are algorithms Gordian and Spider, both are ex-
panded in order to detect relative primary keys and relative foreign keys in
XML data. The main procedure is following:
1. Discover primary keys.
2. Determine foreign key candidates in such a way that the referenced
part of the candidate FK expression must be one of the discovered
primary key. In addition, there must be a high chance for the inclucion
dependency.
3. Elicitation of foreign keys by evaluating the inclusion dependencies of
the foreign key candidates from the previous step.
4.1.1 Main Features
 Inference of all n-ary primary keys that conform the characterization
presented in Section 4.1.2 - absolute as well relative. Generally, the
most of keys have in practice key degrees at most 2. Consequently,
KeyMiner detects also only unary and 2-key expressions, nevertheless
mining higher key degrees would not be more time consuming.
 Elicitation of all unary foreign keys that meet point 5 in Section 4.1.2,
by satisfying the inclusion dependency property with a primary key
- absolute as well as relative. With the knowledge of primary keys,
mining foreign keys with key degree equal 2 should not cost much
more time. But similarly to the previous case, inference of these FKs
is not very interesting.
 The main advantage of KeyMiner is probably the very eective acquisi-
tion of relative primary keys (RPK) and relative foreign keys (RFK).
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The nature of the algorithm provides the following feature: In the
scope of detection of absolute n-ary primary keys/ absolute foreign
keys (which is extremely fast itself), the inference of RPK/RFK does
not need much more time. In principle, the values are not processed
again.
 Detection of PKs/ FKs containing only XPath expressions without
any wildcards as, for instance, '?', or '*'.
 As a result of the previous point and the features presented in Section
4.1.2, the algorithm does not generate redundant key expressions. It
can nd more candidates to a key path within the process of evalua-
ting the current context path/target path pair. If KeyMiner do not
distinguish the right key path, it will inform the user about that.
 The user denes support - see Denition 33 in Section 4.2.
4.1.2 Features Based on the Inference Rules
The following features are based on the inference rules mentioned in
Section 2.3.3. These characteristics relates only to the primary key candi-
dates (except the point 5 which relates to FK candidates, too) - according
to the denition, each consist of a context path, a target path and one or
more key paths (number of key path entails key degree). The foreign key
candidates hold expressions in accordance to the discovered primary keys.
1. The key degree is as small as possible. (superkey rule)
2. The target path is as long as possible. (subnodes rule)
3. With respect to the previous point, the key path should be as short as
possible. However, in practice key path mostly consists of at least one
element or an attribute. As a result, the detected key expressions in
KeyMiner always include key paths with one element or an attribute.
4. The context path should be as short as possible. (context-target rule)
Therefore, rstly candidates for absolute keys are evaluated. Then if no
one is satised, the computation process continues in such a way that
in each iteration step the candidates holding currently the possible
shortest context path is examined until the key is conrmed.
5. The target path and the context path are as general as possible.
(context-path-containment rule, target-path-containment rule) Thus,
KeyMiner does not consider XPath expressions in keys like, for exam-
ple,
/volume/articles/article[2], or
/volume/articles/article[@posi="13 and autor="Tom"]. In other
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words, the discovered relative primary keys/ relative foreign keys must
be satised in each subtree of an XML tree determined by the context
path. In case of foreign keys, inclusion dependency must be conrmed
separately in each subtree of an XML tree.
4.2 Preliminaries
As it was noticed in the point 5 of Section 4.1.2, all mentioned XPath
expressions are simple without any wildcards or any other special characters.
Moreover, all mentioned path expressions do not contain '?' or '*', too.
Denition 23 (Path of element). Let e be an element of an XML tree T.
Then path of element e, denoted as [Pe], represents the path expression P
which starts in the root of T and ends in e.
4.2.1 Main Database Terms
The following denitions of the relation, the tuple and the column are
analogous to the main database terms of the table, the table row and the
table column.
AS S
“DataMining”
E
E
Title
E Author
“Tom”
ID=2
@posi
“13”
Article
ID=3
ID=1
Figure 4.1: Small XML Tree
Denition 24 (Tuple). A tuple is an element e of an XML tree and it is
formally denoted as a two-tuple e = (id, V) where id stands for an unique
element identier in the respected XML tree and V means a set of pairs:
fattr1 = value1; : : : ; attrn = valueng. Then attri represents either an attri-
bute of the element e and valuei represents the value of that attribute, or
attri refers to a child element c which includes a text, and valuei refers to
the text of c.
Example 27 (Tuple): Figure 4.1 contains these tuples:
 (id = 1, V = fTitle = "Data Mining", Author = "Tom" g
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 (id = 2, V = )
 (id = 3, V = fposi = "13"g)
Denition 25 (Column). A column c is a set of values which correspond
to an XPath expression X.
 If X aims a set of attributes, then c contains the values ot these at-
tributes.
 Or if X locates a set of elements with a content then c holds as values
the contents of these elements.
 Otherwise, c is empty.
Example 28 (Column): Figure 4.4 contains, for instance, the following
columns:
 XPath expression = /Issue/Volume
values = f"11", "12"g
 XPath expression = /Issue/Articles/Article/Author
values = f"Tom", "Jeremy", "Jacob" g
 XPath expression = /Issue/Reports/Report/Author
values = f"Jane" g
 XPath expression = /Issue/Articles/Article/Author/posi
values = f"13", "10", "19" g
Denition 26 (Relation). A relation entails to a set of tuples which corre-
sponds to an XPath expression aiming elements. Consequently, rst parts
of the pairs attri = valuei from V of the tuples correspond to columns. As
a result, each column is part of a particular relation.
Example 29 (Relation): The following tables shows 2 examples of relations
which are represented as XPath expressions ('I' is a shortcut for Issue) and
obtained from the XML tree depicted in Figure 4.4.
Volume Number
11 1
11 2
12 1
Figure 4.2: /Issue
Title Author Pages
Data Mining Tom 10
UML Jeremy 16
OOP Jacob 16
Figure 4.3: /I/Articles/Article
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SS S
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Figure 4.4: Big XML Tree
4.2.2 Terms Concerning Inference of Relative Keys and Sup-
port
For the reasons of the inference of relative keys, some support to manipu-
lation with subtrees and positioning of elements into the respected subtrees
is required. Denitions 30 and 31 stands for columns as well as for relations.
Denition 27 (trav). Let x, y be elements specied by the same XPath
expression and [Px]; [Py] are paths of the elements x, y. Then trav(x, y)
denotes to the number n = (#elements in Px)  (#elements in Px \ Py).
Example 30: For the XML tree visualized in Figure 4.4 and the elements
specied by the XPath expression /Issue/Articles/Article/Title stands:
 trav( Title = "Data Mining", Title = "UML") = 1
 trav( Title = "Data Mining", Title = "OOP") = 3
Denition 28 (Level of XML Tree). The levels of an XML tree T are
numbers which specify disjoint sets of elements of T. When an element e
is located on the level n of T, the path expression specifying e contains
n elements (not including the root element). Level 0 holds only the root
element r of T and level 1 consist only of the child elements of r.
Denition 29 (Level of Relation and Column). Let S = fe1; : : : ; eng repre-
sent the set of elements of the relation r of the XML tree T and
P = f[Pe1 ]; : : : ; [Pen ]g be the set of paths of the elements in S. Let A be an
XML tree which is constructed from the nodes situating in the path expres-
sions of P. Then levels of r correspond to the levels of A. Furthermore,
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Levels of a column c of r correspond to the levels of r. The set of elements
specied by a level k of r is denoted as r[k], the same with columns.
Denition 30 (Branching). Let r be a relation. Branching of level k of r is
denoted as branch(r[k]) and returns true or false. The positive return value
appears when an element e in located on r[k] and paths of some elements of
r are being divided in e.
Denition 31 (Forked Nodes). Let r means a relation and k its level. Then
forked nodes (denoted as frnodes(r[k])) is a mapping from r[k] into to the set
S of elements. If branch(r[k]) = true, then frnodes(r[k]) = r[k], otherwise
frnodes(r[k]) = r[l] where l is the rst level such that l > k; branch(r[l]) =
true.
Denition 32 (Values of Subtree). Let f be a forked node of a column c.
Then values of a subtree specied by f of c (denoted as c[f]) entails a subset
of values of c whose elements (or attributes) e1; : : : ; en are positioned on the
path expressions [Pe1 ]; : : : ; [Pen ] including f.
In summary, having a column c and notation c[x]. Then when x is a
number, c[x] represents the set of elements specied by the level x of c. Or
else if x is an element identier c[x] corresponds to the values of the subtree
specied by the element x.
Denition 33 (Support). Support is a number declared by the user. Let
support be equal to n. Each set of values must consist of at least n values,
in order to be able to contain a primary key or a foreign key. The number of
tuples (values) in a relation, which is checked against support, depends on
the length of the context path (the level of the relation from which the key
expression is derived). The set S containing k values is supported if k  n.
Denition 34 (Support of Level). Let r means a relation, k its level and s
support declared by the user. The notion support(r[k]) species if the level k
of r is supported. And that is untruth when 9n 2 r[k]; the number of values
in r[n] is lower than s.
Example 31 (Support): Let support = 3. Key expressions are derived from
the relation r specied as /Issue/Articles/Article/Author and basically,
then context path of these key expressions corresponds to a level of the re-
lation. According to the XML tree demonstrated in Figure 4.4, the rst three
key expressions can not be keys, but the last one is supported. For instance,
the third one has number of values = 1 because the whole right branch of
the XML tree contains only one value.
1. ( Issue.Articles.Article, (Author, fposig)) #values = 1
2. ( Issue.Articles, (Article.Author, fposig)) #values = 1
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3. ( Issue, (Articles.Article.Author, fposig)) #values = 1
4. ( , (Issue.Articles.Article.Author, fposig)) #values = 3
In consequence, r[0] is not supported while r[1] is not.
10
1
3 ForkedNodes = {2,3}
Level = 1
Branching = true
Forked Nodes = {8,10,11}
Level = 2
Branching = false
Forked Nodes = {8,10,11}
Level = 3
Branching = true
Forked Nodes = {1}
Level = 0
Branching = true
11
C
8 9
6 74 5
2
C CC
Figure 4.5: Simplied XML Tree
Example 32 (Level of Column, Branching, Forked Nodes): Figure 4.5 vi-
sualizes the XML tree which contains in some subtrees values of a column
C and demonstrates the corresponding levels, branchings and forked nodes
of the column C.
4.2.3 Non-Keys
The basis of the primary key discovery in KeyMiner is the detection of
non-keys. Therefore, they must be properly formalized.
Denition 35 (Non-Key). A non-key is represented as two-tuple N = fr,
Kg where r denotes a relation with the set C = fc1; : : : ; cng of column
identiers and K  C.
Denition 36 (Non-Key Coverage). Let r be a relation and a = (r, K) , b
= (r, L) stand for non-keys a, b. Then a covers b if K  L.
Denition 37 (Non-Key Redundancy). Let b be a non-key and S be a set
of non-keys. Then b is redundant in S when 9a 2 S; a covers b.
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Figure 4.6: Example of XML Tree to Show Construction of P-Tree
4.3 Inference of Primary Keys
4.3.1 Overview
Firstly, XML data are traversed in order to obtain all possible relations
to evaluate. These two types of columns are excluded for now and they will
be considered only in the course of foreign key inference.
 columns which are not situated in each tuple of a relation
 columns holding in one tuple more than one value
Next, the computation process for each relation is demonstrated in Al-
gorithm 7. In the rst phase, the set of so-called prex-trees is constructed.
Then non-keys on all levels of relation are elicited. And nally, the primary
keys are computed from received non-keys.
Algorithm 7 Main Run
Input: sequence of relations with corresponding trav
Output: set of discovered keys
1: for each relation do
2: create set of prex-trees
3: nd non-keys
4: compute keys from non-keys
5: end for
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4.3.2 P-tree
A prex-tree (PT) is a data structure, which facilitates powerful merging
a pruning steps within the elicitation process. Generally, PT looks like a
simplied XML tree, but each level of PT corresponds to one column of a
relation (and this level is identied by ColNumber). The main entities are
named nodes and they are composed of cells that are able to reference to
other nodes. Every node as well as cell includes the variable isModified
that signals whether current node (or cell) is a part of a non-key and must
be processed. In addition, root nodes contain trav number (travs) which
inform about the position of the contiguous root node in the original XML
tree (the root node in PT and its position in the XML tree). Travs are
quantied in accordance to tuples of relations. They are important because
they record the tree structure of the respective relation.
Example 33: Figure 4.7 visualizes the prex tree created from the XML
tree depicted in Figure 4.6. Trav numbers are symbolized in parentheses,
ColNumber in brackets and isModified by values true/false.
Tom Jeremy Tom
HillTysonBlack
10 8 16 10
SAT UMLKDD OOP
(2)(0)
FirstName [0]
Last Name [1]
Pages [2]
Title [3]
false
true
true
false
false
false
false
false
falsefalse
falsefalse
false
false
Figure 4.7: Example of P-Tree
Construction of P-tree
Algorithm 8 demonstrates the whole operation. The input is a sequence
S of tuples (they must be in the same order as in the XML tree) with
corresponding travs. S is divided into disjoint sets D1; : : : ; Dn - borders are
Travs > 0 (lines 21, 22). Next, each tuple is added as a new tree (line 20).
The only exception occurs when two root nodes with the same value have
appeared in Di (line 4). Then merging of these nodes is performed on the
lowest level of XML tree - one tree is discarded and children of these root
nodes are attached into one cell. If the children (next column) hold the same
value as well, the merging process continues (see Figure 4.7) (lines 4-17). If
all columns of 2 tuples are merged (it means 2 tuples with identical values
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in all columns), then the whole computation process is nished (lines 9,
10), because this relation can not contain any primary key. Cells (and their
superior nodes) which consist of values that have appeared more than once
are marked as modied (their variable isModified equals true). Otherwise,
they are signed as not modied.
Algorithm 8 PT Build
Input: Relation: sequence of tuples with corresponding trav
Output: Result: sequence of built prex trees
1: CurV alues new empty set for values
2: CurTrav   1
3: for each Tuple in Relation do
4: if (CurTrav is 0) and (Tuple[0]:V alue 2 CurV alues) then
5: FoundNode  root node of already built tree containing in the
root Tuple[0]:V alue
6: for each Column in Tuple do
7: if FoundNode includes a Cell with the same value as
Column:V alue then
8: if FoundNode is a leaf node then
9: report that no key can be found
10: return empty set
11: end if
12: mark FoundNode and Cell as modied
13: FoundNode Cell:child
14: else
15: attach Column as a cell into FoundNode
16: end if
17: end for
18: build branch from the rest of Columns in Tuple starting at already
attached point and mark all its nodes and cells as not modied
19: else
20: Result  newly created tree of Tuple and mark all its nodes and
cells as not modied
21: if CurTrav 6= 0 then
22: empty CurV alues
23: end if
24: CurV alues + = Tuple[0]:V alue
25: end if
26: CurTrav  Tuple:T rav
27: end for
28: return Result
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4.3.3 Searching for Non-Keys
The current algorithm takes the sequence of constructed prex trees from
the previous function as the input and lls a non-key container NonKeySet
in the function TraverseTree. It is presented in Algorithm 9. Each call of
TraverseTree produce new set of non-keys in NonKeySet. The whole pro-
cess proceeds in accordance to the structure of the original XML tree. It
iterates from the bottommost level of the XML tree level by level and infers
non-keys in each set of tuples of the respected subtree. The oncoming exam-
ple demonstrates it very clearly. If the current relation does not include
branching at the current level, then searching for non-keys is needless on
this level, because there exist no subtrees to evaluate (lines 5,6). When a
non-key covering all the columns of the current relation is detected on level
k, then obviously each level j <= k can not contain any primary key and
level k is stored into the variable FirstLevNoKeys (lines 19-20). Moreover,
there is no need to merge within the rst iteration step, because merging
is performed during creation of a prex tree (line 10). The functions Merge
and TraverseTree are explained in the next sections.
The function PrepareTrees(CurTrav, Trees) is very simple. It takes the
sequence of trees Trees and joins them into disjoint supersets. If Trav <
CurTrav, then corresponding root nodes are joined into a set.
Example 34 (Non-Key Inference): Figure 4.8 depicts an example of sear-
ching for non-keys in the original XML Tree. Ti denotes set of trees and Ni
corresponds to non-keys discovered so far. Assume that all non-keys in this
example do not cover any other Ni. After computing non-keys N1; : : : ;N5,
the next major steps of the algorithm would be following:
 Preparation and merge T6 (from T1;T2) and T7 (from T3;T4).
 Sending discovered non-keys (N1;N2 ! T6) and (N3;N4 ! T7).
 Elicitation of new non-keys N6 in T6 and N7 in T7.
 Preparation and merge T8 (from T6;T7).
 Sending discovered non-keys (N1;N2;N3;N4;N6;N7 ! T8).
 Elicitation of new non-key N8 in T8.
 Preparation and merge T9 (from T8;T5).
 Sending discovered non-keys (N1; : : : ;N8 ! T9).
 Elicitation of new non-key N9 in T9.
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Algorithm 9 Search for Non-Keys
Input: Trees: sequence of prex trees
Output: inferred non-keys stored in the function TraverseTree
1: FirstLevNoKeys  1
2: CurTrav  1
3: for each possible Level of current relation Relation commencing at the
maximum (bottommost level of the XML tree) and ceasing with level=0
(root) do
4: CurTrav ++
5: if branch(Relation[Level]) is false then
6: continue with the next item of the for-loop
7: end if
8: SeqOfSetsOfTrees PrepareTrees(CurTrav, Trees)
9: for each Set in SeqOfSetsOfTrees do
10: if CurTrav > 2 then
11: empty Trees
12: Merged Merge(Set)
13: pass founded non-keys from previous level
14: Trees + = Merged (new sequence is being produced)
15: TraverseTree(Merged, 0)
16: else
17: TraverseTree(Set, 0)
18: end if
19: if discovered two tuples identical in all values then
20: FirstLevNoKeys Level
21: return
22: end if
23: end for
24: if all prex trees are merged into one tree then
25: pass founded non-keys to all levels which are closer to the root
26: break
27: end if
28: end for
4.3.4 Function Merge
The Merge function is utilized in the Algorithm 9 as well as in the
function TravrseTree. In fact, it is almost the same as the one in Gordian,
that has been already described in Section 3.2.3. The major dierence is that
the new Merge function does not use counter in leaf nodes. Nevertheless,
it utilizes the variable isModified which is included in each cell and node.
Consequently, when new Merge discovers identical values, cells holding these
values are marked as modied (isModified = true) and nodes containing
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Figure 4.8: Process of Non-Key Inference on the Original XML Tree
that cells are signed as modied, too. The second dierence is that Merge
in KeyMiner nishes the function when a merged leaf cell is discovered (like
in the function creating PT), which can be signicant quickening in some
cases.
4.3.5 Function TraverseTree
The function provides the double DF-traversal of PT with very eective
pruning combined with merged functionality and stores discovered non-keys
into NonKeySet. The main idea behind is the exploration of all slices and
their segments - the theory is introduced in Section 3.2. First, this main prin-
ciple is demonstrated on the simplied version - Algorithm 10. Inspection
of all slices is provided on the line 5 and exploration of all segments on the
line 8.
Algorithm 10 simplied TraverseTree
Input: Root: root node of PT
1: if Root is leaf then
2: detect and store non-keys
3: else
4: for each Cell in Root do
5: TraverseTree(Cell.child)
6: end for
7: MergedTree merge children of Root
8: TraverseTree(MergedTree)
9: discard MergedTree
10: end if
The original version of the whole function is precisely described in Section
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3.2.2. On the contrary to the merging function, TraverseTree contains a
bit more modications and improvements. Thus, Algorithm 11 is presen-
ted. Probably, the best upgrade is utilizing of the variable IsModied which
provides more eective pruning. Then the checking of futility pruning is
performed becomingly via the global variable ToCheckFutility. In the be-
ginning of recursion, it is set to hold all columns of the current relation. And
within the computation process it always holds the most general non-key for
the given state of recursion. Then the verication if CurNonKey is futile re-
turns true if exists already elicited non-key which covers ToCheckFutility.
All operations with non-keys (and primary keys in Section 4.3.6) are imple-
mented as bitwise operations on arrays of bits where each bit corresponds
to one ColNumber. For instance, a, b entails non-keys, then a covers b when
:(a _ :b) equals 0.
Example of the run is not necessary, because all basic principles are in
detail demonstrated in the example in Section 3.2.5.
4.3.6 Compute Keys from Non-Keys
In principle, the procedure, presented in Algorithm 12, is evaluating
primary keys with reference to the points described in Section 4.1.2. For
example, in contrast with the algorithm computing non-keys, the current
algorithm searches from upper levels of the original XML tree and when a
primary key is detected and satised, the procedure is nished (point 4).
Functions FindKeysInSet and EvaluateKeys are the essential parts there.
Function FindKeysInSet
This method is same as the one demonstrated in Section 3.2.6. But for
the reasons of implementation of keys as arrays of bits, the elimination of
redundant keys (line 12) is automatic.
Function EvaluateKeys
The present function supervises the fullment of points 1, 5 from Section
4.1.2
 If EvaluateKeys observes an unary PK for
NoOfSubtreesToCheck times, then it stores all unary PKs occurring
NoOfSubtreesToCheck times and returns true.
 Else if EvaluateKeys notices an PK with key degree = 2 for
NoOfSubtreesToCheck times then it stores all PKs with key degree =
2 occurring NoOfSubtreesToCheck times and returns true.
 otherwise, it returns false
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Algorithm 11 TraverseTree
Input: Root: root node of PT, ColNumber: attribute number
Output: inferred non-keys stored in NonKeySet
1: CurNonKey + = ColNumber
2: if Root is leaf then
3: if Root:IsModified is true then
4: Root:IsModified false
5: if CurNonKey holds ColNumber of all columns of the current
relation then
6: report that 2 tuples are identical in all values
7: leave recursion
8: end if
9: NonKeySet CurNonKey
10: end if
11: CurNonKey   = ColNumber
12: if Root contains more than 1 cell then
13: NonKeySet CurNonKey
14: end if
15: else
16: if Root:IsModified is true then
17: Root:IsModified false
18: for each Cell in Root do
19: if Cell:IsModified is true then
20: Cell:IsModified false
21: TraverseTree(Cell.child, ColNumber + 1)
22: end if
23: end for
24: end if
25: CurNonKey   = ColNumber
26: if Root contains more than 1 cell then
27: if any discovered non-key covers ToCheckFutility (futility control)
then
28: return
29: end if
30: ToMerge distinct children of all cells from Root
31: ToCheckFutility   = ColNumber
32: MergedTree Merge(ToMerge)
33: TraverseTree(MergedTree; ColNumber + 1)
34: ToCheckFutility + = ColNumber
35: discard MergedTree
36: end if
37: end if
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Algorithm 12 Compute Primary Keys from Non-Keys
Input: NonKeySet: set of discovered non-keys
FirstLevNoKeys: rst level in the original XML tree that holds no
primary keys for sure
Output: inferred primary keys stored in the function EvaluateKeys
1: create KeysOfTheCurLevel
2: for each level Level > FirstLevNoKeys of the current relation
Relation do
3: empty KeysOfTheCurLevel
4: if (branch(Relation[Level]) is false) or (support(Relation[Level]) is
false) then
5: continue with the next item in the for-loop
6: end if
7: NoOfSubtreesToCheck  count of elements in Relation[Level]
8: for each SetOfNonKeys on the level Level in NonKeySet do
9: if SetOfNonKeys is empty then
10: NoOfSubtreesToCheck   
11: end if
12: KeysOfTheCurLevel + = FindKeysInSet(SetOfNonKeys)
13: end for
14: if EvaluateKeys(KeysOfTheCurLevel;NoOfSubtreesToCheck) is
true then
15: return
16: end if
17: end for
4.4 Inference of Foreign Keys
The current part of KeyMiner consists of 3 steps:
1. Preprocessing
2. Evaluation of INDs
3. Postprocessing
First, KeyMiner determines foreign key candidates from columns, with
the aid of just detected PKs, and prepares IND candidates to evaluate.
Second, IND candidates are analyzed by the algorithm SPIDER. Lastly, sa-
tised IND candidates are interpreted according to the KeyMiner purposes.
4.4.1 IND Candidate
IND candidate is a structure which represents a subset of values of a
column (its subtree).
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Denition 38 (IND candidate). Let c be a column, k its level and node
n 2 c[k] , then ind(c[n]) denotes an IND candidate whose set of values is
c[n].
Each IND candidate includes these items:
 Vals - a set of sorted values
 Refs - a set of potential supersets (referenced attributes of potential
INDs)
 CursorIntoVals - a cursor pointing at the value which is being currently
processed during the evaluation of INDs, starts at minimum
 Relatives - a set of other FK candidates
 Min - minimum from Vals
 Max - maximum from Vals
 Dist - number of distinct values in Vals
 Hash - array of bits representing Vals
The items dist and hash are "for free", because they can be obtained
within the process of sorting, which is necessary for the next phase. Because
of using only bitwise manipulations, operations with the item hash are very
ecient. As far as Relatives is concerned, let c be a column, k any of its
levels and node n 2 c[k], then ind(c[n]).Relatives = c[k]. As a result,
if k = 0 then ind(c[n]).Relatives includes only one member - itself.
4.4.2 Preprocessing
The aim of the present phase is to prepare IND candidates in order to
be validated by SPIDER. Algorithm 13 is self-explanatory, only the reason
of line 4 is depicted in Figure 4.9. The core of the algorithm is the procedure
CheckCandidate, which is described in the oncoming section.
Example 35 (Branching on Dierent Levels): The matter of line 4 is showed
in Figure 4.9. It is important to cover with the discovered key PK as big
radius as possible. KeyLevel of PK is the level of node 3 (the level where the
node 3 is situated), however, it is necessary to "move" the context path of
PK to the level of the node 2 (LevelToTry) in order to include the foreign
key candidate of column FKC. The "movement" can not be to the level
of node 1, because PH has branching there and therefore, the uniqueness of
PK could be inuenced.
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Algorithm 13 FK Candidate Preprocessing
Input: KeySet: set of discovered keys,
Columns: set of all columns from XML data
Output: SetForSpider: set of IND candidates to evaluate in the next phase
1: for each unary Key in KeySet do
2: KeyCol column from which Key is derived
3: KeyLevel the level on which Key has been discovered
4: LevelToTry  the closest level k to the root of XML tree having
frnodes(KeyCol[k]) = frnodes(KeyCol[KeyLevel])
5: ColumnsToTry  the set of all columns whose XPath expression
contains the context path of Key
6: for each Column in ColumnsToTry do
7: if support(Column[LevelToTry]) is true then
8: CheckCandidate(KeyCol; Column;LevelToTry; SetForSpider)
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
BranchingFKC = true
Branching PK = false
FKC
PK
FKC
PK
Branching FKC = false
Branching PK = true
Branching FKC = true
Branching PK = true
2
3
1
Figure 4.9: Branching on Dierent Levels
CheckCandidate
The procedure CheckCandidate(KeyCol, Column, LevelToTry,
SetForSpider) checks whether the foreign key KeyCol ! Column with the
context path specied by the level LevelToTry can exist. If the program
reaches line 4 and IND candidates derived from KeyCol and Column have
not been already constructed, they are created within the execution on lines
4-10. The verication process is composed of 2 steps:
 (lines 1,2) First is veried whether KeyCol holds its unique values in
each subtree where values of Column occur.
 (lines 4-6) Second, the process iterates over each subtree where values
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of Column exist and proceeds four basic tests of inclusion dependency
between the values of KeyCol and the values of Column. These tests
are adopted from Section 3.5.5.
Next, if Column is successful in basic tests, respected sets of values are
marked to be checked later value by value in thorough IND test. This means
to tag respected sets of values in subtrees of KeyCol as possible supersets
of the sets of values in subtrees of Column. This is done via the item Refs
(lines 9,10). Last, IND candidates must be stored in order to be processed
by SPIDER if they are not already placed there.
Algorithm 14 CheckCandidate
Input: KeyCol: the column from which key is derived,
Column: a column to verify if it can be IND candidate
LevelToTry: the level of XML tree on which key has been discovered
SetForSpider: set of IND candidates to evaluate in the next phase
Output: set of IND candidates stored in SetForSpider
1: if Column[LevelToTry]  KeyCol[LevelToTry] then
2: return
3: end if
4: for each Node in Column[LevelToTry] do
5: if ( (ind(Column[Node]):Min < ind(KeyCol[Node]):Min)
or (ind(Column[Node]):Max > ind(KeyCol[Node]):Max)
or (ind(Column[Node]):Dist > ind(KeyCol[Node]):Dist)
or (ind(Column[Node]):Hash  ind(KeyCol[Node]):Hash)
) is true then
6: return
7: end if
8: end for
9: for each Node in Column[LevelToTry] do
10: ind(Column[Node]):Refs + = ind(KeyCol[Node])
11: if ind(KeyCol[Node]) not in SetForSpider then
12: SetForSpider + = ind(KeyCol[Node])
13: end if
14: if ind(Column[Node]) not in SetForSpider then
15: SetForSpider + = ind(Column[Node])
16: end if
17: end for
Example 36: The process of the procedure CheckCandidate is visualized
in Figure 4.10. P entails KeyCol and F corresponds to Column. Values of P
are in accordance to LevelToTry divided into the sets P1;P2;P3, the same
with F = F1 [ F2. The following steps would be performed:
 test if f1; 2; 3g  f1; 2g
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 basic tests of inclusion dependencies P1  F1 and P2  F2
 if tests are passed then add ind(P1[1]) into ind(F1[1]).Refs and add
ind(P2[2]) into ind(F2[2]).Refs
 store IND candidates if it is necessary for the later complete evaluation
of P1  F1 and P2  F2
F1
Check
2 3
R
1
P2 F2 P3P1
LevelToTry
Check
Figure 4.10: Checking of IND Candidates
4.4.3 SPIDER
SPIDER is presented in detail in Section 3.5 and the algorithm itself is
demonstrated in Algorithm 4. There are two dierences in the implemen-
tation in KeyMiner (Algorithm 15) - in the code situated on line 5 of the
original algorithm and storing of satised INDs are changed.
 Update of Refs is expanded, because the information about non-
existence of IND is necessary to sent to other "parts"of the relative
foreign key candidate.
 Because IND candidate is satised only in case each member of its
Relatives is satised, storing of satised IND candidates must be
moved out from the main loop. Furthermore, only one member must
be stored from each common set Relatives.
4.4.4 Postprocessing
In conclusion, the analysis of not resolved primary keys is performed.
More primary keys of one relation with the same key degree can occur within
the primary key inference process and KeyMiner tries to determine the right
one.
 Firstly, recognition on the basis of being a referenced part in some
IND.
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Algorithm 15 modied SPIDER
Input: SetForSpider: set of IND candidates
Output: inferred foreign keys
1: construction of Heap using minimal values of members in SetForSpider
2: while Heap is non-empty do
3: CurCands IND candidates with current minimal value
4: for each Cand in CurCands do
5: ToDel CurCands  Cand
6: for each RelativeCand in Cand:Relatives do
7: RelativeCand:Refs RelativeCand:Refs  ToDel
8: end for
9: if Cand contains next value then
10: Cand:CursorIntoV als ++
11: add value under Cand:CursorIntoV als into Heap
12: end if
13: end for
14: end while
15: for each Cand in SetForSpider do
16: store each Superset in Cand:Refs as the new foreign key
Cand! Superset
17: delete all members of Cand:Relatives from SetForSpider
18: end for
 Secondly, a simple lexical analysis about the containment of some key-
words is proceeded.
If KeyMiner do not distinguish the right key path, it informs the user
about that.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
In this chapter, experimental results of the application KeyMiner are
presented. XML data sets have been taken as an input and durations of the
particular phases of program execution have been gathered. Tests have been
performed on the synthetic as well as real datasets.
5.1 Datasets and Conguration
5.1.1 Synthetic Data
Two synthetic data sets (named as SYN1, SYN2) have been utilized. They
have been constructed in order to perform a thorough test containing many
large sets of potential relative foreign keys.
5.1.2 Real Data
Data sets originate from the raw data catalog of the U.S. government
(http://www.data.gov/catalog/raw). Concretely,
 Data set FR is from Federal Register.
 Two data sets CFR1, CFR2 originating from the Code of Federal Regu-
lations.
Unfortunately, provided datasets have not been accompanied by sche-
mas, however, all discovered keys/ foreign keys have been properly veried.
5.1.3 Conguration
 The conguration of the computer on which tests have been proceeded
is Intel Core2 CPU T5600 1.83GHz, 1GB RAM.
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 Support has been set to 5 in order to nd a big amount of instances
of key expressions.
5.2 Results
FR CFR1 CFR2 SYN1 SYN2
le size 5,8 MB 11,3 MB 14,6 MB 14 MB 55 MB
# tuples 442 186 263 65 260
# columns 706 295 437 115 460
# PKs 49 21 28 15 60
# FKs 11 6 1 10 40
PK inference 0,12 s 0,13 s 0,15 s 6 s 6,85 s
FK preprocessing 9 s 2 s 4 s 33 s 126 s
FK inference 0.03 s 0,32 s 0,26 s 3,5 s 13,2 s
Table 5.1: Experimental Results
From the gathered information is obvious that as a result of acquiring
values of subtrees and their subsequent sorting, FK preprocessing has the
most processing requirements. Next itemize contains some additional ob-
servations.
 As it was mentioned before, the synthetic data sets have been genera-
ted to be dicult with reference to detection of relative PKs/relative
FKs which is noticeable at most in the FK preprocessing phase.
 KeyMiner "likes"data that are very structured and do not consist of
one or more very big "tables". 4 MB of FR is composed of only one big
table and therefore the result of FK preprocessing lasts longer than in
the events of other cases.
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Chapter 6
Counter-Examples
This chapter contains some examples where can happen that the user
obtains dierent solution than it he/she expected.
6.1 Similar Values
The problem is that inclusion dependency with a primary key not always
means a foreign key. To illustrate, suppose each column holds distinct num-
bers 1,. . . ,100 as values, then a huge amount of unwanted foreign keys would
be detected.
6.2 Main Features
KeyMiner do not discover keys which do not meet main features noted
in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. For instance,
 keys with XPath expressions containing wildcards
 keys which are not general, for example, key with the XPath expression
/volume/articles/article[2]
 keys having empty key paths or longer key paths than stated in Section
4.1.2
 when a context path of a wanted key is longer than stated in Section
4.1.2
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Chapter 7
Related Work
7.1 Theory of Keys in XML
In recent years, several types of XML Integrity Constraints (XICs) have
been studied. Key and foreign key specications for XML have been propo-
sed in the XML standard [2], XML Data [3], XML Schema [4, 5].
7.1.1 Denition by Buneman et. al.
Maybe the most popular theoretical proposal was published by Buneman
et al. in [10, 11, 12]. Their work addressed the issue of hierarchical keys.
The denition of keys was independent from any schema such as DTD or
XSD, however, the authors dened keys for XML using path expression.
They rather based keys and foreign keys on the representation of XML data
as trees. Keys uniquely identify nodes in such a tree according to selected
nodes. Their queries were dened by the path language (PL) which has
expressive power enough to capture most practical cases, yet simple enough
to be studied. The syntax of expression p in PL is following:
p ::= " j l j p:p j 
where l stands for any type of a node. PL consists of all path expressions over
the alphabet L S f ; g including the binary operation of concatenation and
the empty path expression " as identity. In [12] the authors have investigated
a key constraint language introduced in previous works. Moreover, they have
studied the associated satisability and implication problems in the absence
of DTDs.
7.1.2 Denition by Fan et. al.
Next, in [13] a formalization for XML DTDs that species both the syn-
tactic structure and integrity constraints has been proposed by Fan et al.
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The authors dened three constraint languages L;Lu; Lid which support a
reference mechanism as well as better semantics. Lu is a simple extension
of the key/ foreign key mechanism, suitable for native XML documents.
Languages L;Lid can be used to represent semantic constraints in case of
data originating in object-oriented and relational model. The study of impli-
cation and nite implication problems was made for these three languages.
Furthermore, the implication problems of more general forms of constra-
ins, including functional, inclusion and inverse constraints were investiga-
ted. However, again in the absence of DTDs, which trivializes the consis-
tency analysis. Later, Fan et al. made a rst step towards understanding
the interaction between DTDs and integrity constraints [14]. The decision
problems of keys and foreign keys were studied in the presence of DTD.
7.1.3 Improvement of Mentioned Proposals and Surveys
Latterly, in [15] the authors tried to contribute by some advantages over
other denitions proposed in the literature [11],[13]. Particularly, the au-
thors have introduced the concept P-tuple for the production of semantically
correct tuples during key satisfaction.
In conclusion, some helpful surveys have been published. Firstly, XML
constraints have been described from many points of view in [16]. There have
been reviewed constraint languages, static and run-time analysis, application
of XML constraints etc. Secondly, as far as only XML keys is concerned [17]
gives a brief overview of denitions of keys that have been proposed in the
research literature with the main notion of Buneman et al.
7.2 XML Schema Inference
The recent approaches to the problem of automatic schema extraction
can be distinguished according to two main criterions.
Firstly, it is the type of the result which can be either DTD or XSD.
Nevertheless, not every method which produces XSDs has expressive power
beyond DTD. Moreover, according to our best knowledge exists no method
that would output XML schema where key/ foreign keys would be included
(or schema which would be combined with some related integrity constra-
ints).
Secondly, XML schema inference methods can be divided by the way
it is constructed into heuristic-inferring (HI) and grammar-inferring (GI).
A nice survey of many proposals using these kinds of methods has been
presented in [18]. Both extraction processes mostly utilize the strategy called
merging state algorithm. They construct grammars from elements in XML
data. Next, these grammars are used to build a prex tree automaton (PTA
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tree). Then states of this structure are merged in order to obtain the optimal
solution.
Example 37 (PTA tree): An example of grammar generation is depicted in
Figure 7.1 (inspired by [18]) and the corresponding PTA tree for the element
author is visualized in Figure 7.2.
<author> author -> name title title
<name> author -> name title
<first> John </first>
<surname> Black </surname> name -> first surname
</name> name -> surname first
<title>Mgr.</title>
<title>Ph.d.</title> first -> PCDATA
</author> surname -> PCDATA
<author> title -> PCDATA
<name>
<surname> Hill </surname>
<first> Jane </first>
</name>
<title>Mgr.</title>
</author>
...
Figure 7.1: The creation of grammars (on the right side) from XML data
1
title
name
title
title
2 3
4 5
Figure 7.2: PTA tree of the element author, whose grammar is presented in
the Figure 7.1
7.2.1 Heuristic-Inferring Methods
Heuristic methods build the solution manually. The predened heuristic
rules can be very simple - for instance, A ! B B B B ) A ! B+
or they can be inspired even by articial intelligence.
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XTRACT
Probably the rst representative of the merging state algorithm is
XTRACT [19]. The authors generate a set of possible candidates and choose
the optimal one. In addition, the so-called approach minimum description
length principle (MDL principle) has been proposed. It represents the quality
of a result utilizing two aspects - conciseness and preciseness, which are able
to be set by an user. Consequently, this method aids to the user in choosing
quality of an output DTD.
Later Approaches
Later proposals[20, 21, 22, 23] extend XTRACT in various aspects. Fa-
vorite ones are ant colony optimization (ACO) or sk-strings. ACO meta-
heuristic is inspired by processes in nature where ants exchange information
by pheromones. In general, articial ants search space using only a simple
heuristic, nevertheless ants leave pheromones on the trail they follow. This
information helps ants during further iterations to nd better sub-optimal
solutions (merging states of PTA tree). Crucial parts are to dene evaluate
function (sometimes MDL principle is utilized) and to dene one step in
an ant movement, where sk-strings can be useful as a merging criterion. In
short, sk-strings consists of several algorithms. The basis of these algorithms
is a variant of the Nerode equivalence relation. Under the Nerode relation, a
pair of states are equivalent if they are indistinguishable in all paths leading
from these states. For the reasons of eectiveness, the authors in sk-strings
method check only the most probable paths of length of k or the most proba-
ble paths terminating in terminal states. In addition, in the last proposal [23]
authors discussed and implemented the strategy that signicantly considers
user interaction. As far as the type of the output is concerned [21, 22, 23]
already produce XSDs.
7.2.2 Grammar-Inferring Methods
On the other hand, grammar-inferring proposals produce a particular
class of languages with specic characteristics. Consequently, a certain de-
gree of quality of the created schema is guaranteed. Generally, the main idea
of these methods is following, we consider an XML schema as a grammar and
an XML document validation as a word generated by the grammar. Since
grammars accepting XML documents are context-free, the investigation pro-
cess is pruned to searching for a set of regular expressions. As a result, each
element in XML document is expressed with a regular expression (RE). Al-
though, many of studies related to this topic have been proposed, not a few
of them remained only theoretical.
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1-unambiguity
Probably the rst experimentally evaluated approach is mentioned in
[24]. They have devised a restricted element content model (specied below)
and considered the important aspect of XML - 1-unambiguity.
 (Restricted element content model)
E := (T1 : : : Tk)
<min;max>
(Term)
Ti := (s
opt
i1 : : : s
opt
ij )
<min;max> //sequence of symbols
or (sopti1 j : : : jsoptij )<min;max> //choice of symbols
where min = 0 or 1, max  1, and opt = true or false
Example 38 (Utilization of Element Content Model): For example, a regu-
lar expression (a b c?) can be represented as E = (T1 T2 T3)<0;1> where
T1 = (a), T2 = (b)<0;1>, and T3 = (copt).
The term 1-unambiguity means determinism of content models in XML
schema which is imposed by the W3C specication. The authors have descri-
bed 9 heuristic rules for the DTD schema generation so that the language
restriction is fullled in the result.
XStruct
Based on ideas of [24], XStruct[25] extracts a schema for XML data by
applying some heuristics to derived regular expressions. The authors improve
the previous approach to process multiple or very large XML documents.
Moreover, this method infers XSDs with data types.
SOREs, CHAREs
Following the idea of the 1-unambiguity from [24], [26] introduces an
algorithm for the inference of concise DTDs. The authors were inspired by
analysis of real-world XML data and schemas and have proposed classes
which cover a great deal of real-world examples. They have presented two
such classes.
1. The class of single occurrence REs (SOREs) which consists of REs in
which each element exists at most once.
Example 39 (SORE): To illustrate, ((d?(b + c)))a+ is SORE, while
a(a + b)+ is not.
2. The class of chain regular expressions (CHAREs) which consists of
those SOREs composed by a sequence of factors fi; : : : ; fn where every
factor is an expression of the form (ai+ : : :+ak); (ai+ : : :+ak)?; (ai+
: : :+ ak)
+,or, (ai+ : : :+ ak) where k  1 and every ai is an alphabet
symbol.
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Example 40 (CHARE): For example, a(b + c)?(e + f)d is a CHARE,
while (ab + c) is not. The former one consists of 4 factors.
The introduced algorithm is a typical merging state approach starting with
PTA tree using rules which ensure required class of the output.
k-local SOXSDs
[27] extends of the foregoing work, the authors proposed a theoretically
complete strategies for inferring XSDs from a corpus of XML documents -
iXSD and iLocal. They again focussed on real-world schemas and created
a new class based on SOREs called k-local single occurrence XSDs (k-local
SOXSDs). While k-local XSD means that content models of the schema is
dependent only on elements up to the k-th ancestor.
Name Schema Features
[24] DTD 1-unambiguity
[25] XSD 1-unambiguity, multiple or very large XML do-
cuments, data types
[26] DTD SOREs, CHAREs, based on real-world data
[27] XSD k-local SOXSDs, based on real-world data
Table 7.1: Main characteristics of Schema Inference methods
7.3 The Role of Inclusion/Functional Dependen-
cies in the Inference of XML Integrity Con-
straints
In the relational data model a key is a special case of functional depen-
dency (FD), which is described as following.
 A functional dependency denoted by Ri : Y ! Z on Ri(Xi)
is satised by ri i 8t; t0 2 ri; t[Y ] = t0[Y ]) t[Z] = t0[Z]
Where a relation Ri(Xi) is dened with a relation name Ri and a set
of attributes Xi, and t; t0 are tables from a set of tables ri and Y; Z
are subsets of tables.
Then a question comes naturally, whether an XML key is a special instance
of XML functional dependency (XFD). In contrast to relational databases,
XML data can be exible and hierarchical. For this reason, dening XFD
is not a trivial task and many proposals have appeared depending on the
way how data items (in XML data) and keys are dened, consequently. For
instance, in [46] the authors have followed a path-based approach and have
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created their XFD notion in accordance with the XML key notion presented
in [12]. A nice survey of six major approaches of dening XFD has been
presented in [47]. On the other hand, an inclusion dependency (IND) A  B
means that each value of the dependent attribute A is contained in the value
set of the referenced attribute B (the denition for inclusion dependency in
XML is mentioned for example in [12, 13]. Consequently, it is possible to
assume that inclusion dependency (dened only as a subset as mentioned in
the previous sentence) is a generalized case of a foreign key in XML data.
7.3.1 XFD Inference
Firstly, inference of XFDs will be considered. A huge amount of algo-
rithms dealing with FD discovering exists and even a few algorithms con-
cerning XFDs have appeared, too. In [48] have been dened approximately
satised XFDs (according to tree similarity) by a respective part of XML
document. Furthermore, there has been also addressed in denitions the
problem of inferring approximate XFDs from data.
DisoverXFD
In the paper [49] authors have closely analyzed previous popular pro-
posals of dening XFDs and have introduced a new GTT-XML (Genera-
lized Tree Tuple-based XML) XFD notion and a new XML key notion,
consequently. Founded on foregoing denitions, the authors have designed
and implemented the DiscoverXFD system which employs a new XML data
structure and some novel partition-based algorithms that can be utilized
to the inference of XFDs and the detection of XML data redundancies.
Furthermore, a normalization algorithm for XML schema has been descri-
bed. In short, DiscoverXFD converts XML data into a set of hierarchically
linked relational tables. Next, amended methods from FD inference are used.
XFDs including absolute primary keys are discovered if the grouping over
determinant attributes and the grouping over dependent attributes result in
the same group.
Later, algorithm proposed in [50] utilizes the XFD denition from [49]
and considerably enhances the previous method by changing the order of
execution of elements and by a powerful pruning inspired from [41].
7.3.2 IND Inference
Secondly, as far as IND is concerned several proposals about IND eli-
citation have been published. Particularly, two methods [51], [53] in which
very ecient approaches have been introduced appeared in the last 3 years.
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Name Features
[49] GTT-XML notion, new notion for XML keys, DiscoverXFD
system, the detection of XML data redundancies, normali-
zation of XML schema
[50] improves the previous method by changing the order of
execution and pruning
Table 7.2: Main characteristics of mentioned XFD discovery methods
SPIDER
The algorithm SPIDER [51], [52] (Single Pass Inclusion DEpendency
Recognition) detects all unary INDs during only one visit of all the no-
des. It works in two steps - value sets are sorted during the rst one and
then all the candidates are examined in parallel. The core of the method is
using the data structure min-heap which synchronizes the processing of all
values of all attributes. Consequently, it is impossible to miss any IND or
run into a deadlock. Moreover, the authors were inspired by method based
on Apriori principle in [53] and have expanded SPIDER to generate also
composite inclusion dependencies. Ecient pruning techniques within the
preprocessing phase have been implemented, too.
DBA Companion
In the paper [53] authors have described a dierent algorithm imple-
mented in a DBA Companion project which can detect all satised INDs
in a given database. The idea is to create binary relations which connect
every value of the database with attributes having this value. This new data
organization, so-called extraction context, considers various data types and
can be perceived as a transaction database in which attributes are items
and values are transactions. In addition, unary INDs correspond to exact
association rules and they can be extracted in one pass. In consequence, the
authors use a levelwise method based on Apriori algorithm to compute n-ary
INDs. In case of data inconsistencies in a database, approximate INDs are
introduced and integrated into their algorithms.
7.4 Discovering Keys in Relational Databases
The problem of discovering keys or relations is studied in the scope of
reverse engineering, whose aim is i.a. understanding of the data semantics.
Most of the studies, that are related to the reverse engineering process,
extract dependencies from a static analysis of the relational schema based
on a consistent naming of key attributes (for instance, matching attribute
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Name Features
SPIDER detection of all unary INDs within only one run
through all the values, detection of composite
INDs, ecient pruning techniques of IND candi-
dates
DBA Companion detection of all unary INDs within only one run
through all the values, detection of composite
INDs, considers data types, more time-consuming
preprocessing
Table 7.3: Main characteristics of mentioned IND discovery methods
names, searching for synonyms etc.) or given by a database.
7.4.1 First Swallows
In 1994, 3 papers [28, 29, 30] appeared independently. These proposals
try to elicit relations in a database from application data. The idea is simple:
a process whose external data are processed in the application depends on
the properties of these data. Consequently, understanding the logic of the
principles how application data are used leads to the understanding many
of the implicit relations and dependencies in the program. Especially, [28]
is the detailed study of showing the way how specic types of SQL queries
can aid to obtain a conceptual schema of a relational database. Moreover,
[29] considers not only dataow queries, but also SQL procedural patterns.
The authors have implemented theirs methodology in Prolog. Thus, the
knowledge base containing the pattern recognition rules can be easily mo-
died.
Comprehensive Guide
In [31] the authors presented the full-range guide in data structures eli-
citation techniques. It contains an enumeration of many methods with short
descriptions, which are demonstrated in detail on the example of discove-
ring foreign keys. These techniques consist of many kinds of analysis such as
physical structure analysis, dataow analysis, usage pattern analysis, name
analysis, domain knowledge, data analysis or program execution.
7.4.2 Logical Approach
Much later a dierent approach has been proposed [33]. The main idea is
to obtain integrity constraints by iterative inspection of candidates. In short,
the method generates sample database for each candidate to be an integrity
constrain and then decides, whether this candidate should be specied or
not. Authors have translated dependencies between properties of entities
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into propositional logic and have utilized its techniques to oer decision
support. In particular, they use a search version of SAT-solvers to semi-
automatically generate sample databases. However, this technique is more
like an auxiliary technique in the the process of selecting those constraints
that capture important properties of the underlying application domain.
7.4.3 Many Approaches Together
In [32] has been proposed the VQT algorithm (Value cardinality, Query
pattern, Translation into XML). A relational schema to XML Schema
translation method that analyzes the cardinalities between implicit data va-
lues and the equi-join characteristic in user queries and infers the implicit
referential integrities. Still the authors rely on the obtaining of the meta-
data information of the relational database. The whole process consists of
several dierent approaches which are in fact very straightforward. But ex-
periments in this paper demonstrate that the results are more exact than
other translational methods. First of all, the metadata information of the
relational database is acquired in order to dene primary keys. Next, they
apply an ontology for the semantic analysis and the comparison between co-
lumns. In parallel, very simple query pattern analysis is running and other
candidates of referential relations are being located . Later, the 1:N cardi-
nality between values in FK elds and PK elds is checked, however, only
till some predened number of veried values between columns.
7.4.4 Gordian
Gordian [41] has completely dierent and innovative approach for e-
ciently identifying all composite primary keys in a dataset. The main idea
is behind a so-called cube operator, which is used in datawarehousing. The
cube operator encapsulates all potential projections while computing aggre-
gate functions on the projected entities. Firstly, Gordian creates a prex tree
(in short, branches in the tree represent rows in tables) and then performs a
depth-rst (DF) traversal with powerful merging and pruning methods. As
a result, the algorithm requires maximally double recursive visit of all the
nodes in order to extract all of the non-keys. In conclusion, the candidate
primary keys are computed as complements of the discovered non-keys.
7.4.5 Quality Metrics
The following topic is connected to the key discovery process in relational
database, too. Referential integrity quality metrics have been studied a lot in
[40]. The authors have proposed a comprehensive set that evaluates referen-
tial completeness and consistency. Quality metrics are hierarchically dened
at four granularities: database, relation, attribute and attribute value.
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Name Features
[28, 30] detection of relations from SQL queries
[29] detection of relations from SQL queries and SQL procedural
patterns
[31] enumeration of many methods for data structure elicitation
[33] an auxiliary technique for detection of integrity constraints,
propositional logic, SAT-solvers
[32] detection of FKs, requires metadata, mix of several approa-
ches (data-driven, query-driven, ontologies)
[41] detection of composite PKs, DF traversal with powerful mer-
ging and pruning methods
Table 7.4: Key characteristics of mentioned methods considering integrity
constraints discovery in relational databases
7.5 XML and Data Mining
Knowledge discovery techniques and classication with respect to XML
is summarized in [34, 35]. The exible format of XML makes it easy for
dening arbitrary languages. One such example is the Predictive Modeling
Markup Language (PMML) an industry standard for the representation of
mined models as XML documents. In addition, the use of XML allows the
description of complex structures, like trees or clusters, as well as the do-
main knowledge. In recent years most of the proposals considered inductive
databases (IDB) or mining association rules. IDBs are general-purpose da-
tabases in which both the data and the patterns can be stored, retrieved or
changed. Then knowledge discovery process can be controlled with a query
language designed for a given data mining tasks.
7.5.1 Inductive Databases
Papers dealing with IDB are for instance [36, 37]. In the former one an
XML-based data model XDM is presented. In XDM the pattern descriptions
are stored together with data in the same XML document. This feature per-
mits the reuse of patterns by the IDB. Moreover, it is possible to dene new
pattern models or even new mining operators. The latter case is probably
the last step in dening XML query languages for mining purposes. Authors
have proposed an approach capable of providing both a direct specication
of mining techniques in XQuery-like language as well as the utilization of
detached functions for the ecient implementation of crucial parts.
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7.5.2 Association Rules
XMine
The XMine operator [38] describes the basic concept of mining associ-
ation rules in XML documents which is based on XPath. XMine creates a
representation of the XML mining task as a relational table and uses SQL-
oriented algorithms to do the knowledge discovery.
Mining Primary Keys
Finally, [39] provides discovering of primary keys through association
rules and an apriori-like algorithm. The authors have dened support and
condence of a key expression and only the minimal cover of the set of
primary key expressions is considered during the inference process. At rst,
the algorithm nds absolute 1-keys and relative 1-keys. Later, from these
key expressions the apriori-like algorithm try to produce all other k-keys
afterwards. In addition, very interesting aspect is the capability to extract
also primary keys containing wildcard '?' in path expressions.
Name Features
[36] XML-based data model
[37] notable denition of XML query languages for mining pur-
poses
[38] XMine operator, SQL algorithms
[39] association rules, apriori-like algorithm, very precise, basic
wildcard '?', a computation of a minimal cover
Table 7.5: Key characteristics of mentioned methods considering XML and
data mining
7.6 Referential Integrity in XQuery
The query-driven approach is the signicant aspect in the inference of
keys. Thus, a proper analysis of constraints in XQuery [7] could be helpful.
Reasoning about integrity constraints appears often in XQuery optimization
techniques, especially in query reformulation, which is well studied by De-
utsch et al. - for instance, [42, 43].
7.6.1 A Generalized Tree Pattern
On the other hand, in [44] has been introduced a structure called gene-
ralized tree pattern (GTP) which summarizes all relevant information in an
XQuery expression into a pattern consisting of one or more trees. And with
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the aid of GTP the authors have developed an evaluation for XML queries,
involving join, quantiers, grouping, aggregation, and nesting.
7.6.2 XQuery-driven key discovery
Last but not least, in the paper [45] has been proposed a direct ap-
proach of key/ foreign key inference based on analysis of XQuery queries.
Query constructs were properly analyzed and several observations have been
made, which considers aggregation functions like avg, min, count, too. In the
contrary to reverse engineering techniques from the scope of relational data-
bases, the authors have also discussed the distinction of keys and foreign keys
in equi-join queries. Moreover, they have considered counter examples and
therefore they have introduced a scoring function which statistically evalua-
tes specied keys by a user given threshold, whether they are appropriate
or not.
Snormi =
Si
Smax
 (1  N
max  Ni
nX
i=1
Ni
)
Figure 7.3: The Scoring Function
WhereK1; : : : ;Kn are the discovered keys, Si is the score ofKi and Ni is
the number of discovered statements about Ki. Then Smax is the maximum
from jS1j; : : : ; jSnj and Nmax is the maximum from jN1j; : : : ; jNnj. The
normalized scores are from the range <  1; 1 >.
Name Features
[44] GTP, complex evaluation of XML queries
[45] inference of PKs and FKs, proper analysis of XQuery que-
ries, scoring function
Table 7.6: Key characteristics of mentioned methods considering referential
integrity in XQuery
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
To conclude, the aim of this thesis was to study the problem of mining
integrity constraints in XML data. First, a detail analysis of current pro-
posals has been elaborated and their pros and cons have been discussed.
The result was that there is no study oering an ecient solution of infe-
rence both - primary keys and foreign keys even in the scope of relational
databases. Consequently, new algorithm named KeyMiner has been propo-
sed in this thesis. The novel method provides very fast detection of n-ary
PKs and unary FKs from XML data. The basis of KeyMiner is combination
of the algorithms Gordian and Spider that are expanded and modied in
order to be able to utilize them at XML data. Gordian is the only known
method which can discover all composite keys while avoiding the exponen-
tial processing requirements. Moreover, KeyMiner's modication can detect
relative PKs within the standard Gordian's process of inference of absolute
PKs. In addition, the nature of SPIDER's algorithm allows KeyMiner to eli-
cit relative FKs together with absolute FKs during only run through all the
values. KeyMiner has been described in detail, its counter-examples have
been discussed and it has been tested on synthetic as well as real data sets.
8.2 Future Work
As far as future work is concerned, there are two main tasks - wildcards
and more precise detection of foreign keys. The former one is very dicult
problem, nevertheless the only matter is to specify new relations according to
the wildcards which will be added into the current set of relations to proceed.
The latter one can be solved by a a query analysis (for instance, the proposal
[45] can be very useful), a machine learning approach or more sophisticated
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lexical analysis within the postprocessing phase. As far as machine learning
is concerned the following features can be considered among others:
 How often one attribute appears in the referenced part of some key
expression as well as in the dependent part of another key expression.
 The frequency of being a multi-referenced or multi-dependent attri-
bute.
 The ratio of contained values
 The analysis of some features of values like the average length
Last but not least, propositional logic can be useful as a auxiliary technique
like it has been proposed in [33].
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